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details� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���
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Figure 	��� Predicted modulation vectors obtained from the peak position of

���q� as a function of band �lling� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���

Figure 	�� The Q�dependence of the integrated intensities of the magnetic

satellites for �a� EuNi�Ge� and �b� GdNi�Ge�� The solid line is

for a model with the ordered moments in the tetragonal basal

plane whereas the dashed line is for a model with moments along

the �c axis� Data in �a� was normalized by the monitor and that

in �b� was normalized by the �uorescence yields� The integrated

intensity of a magnetic Bragg peak for �c� EuNi�Ge� and for �d�

GdNi�Ge� as a function of temperature� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���

Figure ��� Low temperature magnetization of TbNi�Ge� as a function of

�eld along the �c axis� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���

Figure ��
 H � T phase diagram for TbNi�Ge� with the applied �eld along

the �c axis �
��� This phase diagram was obtained on increasing

the magnetic �eld� The solid circles indicate �eld and tempera�

ture values for all the phases at which detailed neutron di�raction

studies were performed� Detailed �eld�depenence of certain mag�

netic peaks was measured along the vertical dotted�dashed line

at 
�� K� Solid lines are drawn as a guide to the eye� � � � � � � � ���
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Figure ��� A section of the �h h l� zone of reciprocal space of TbNi�Ge�

below Tt showing the relative positions of the nuclear and the su�

perlattice peaks� respectively� The big �small� bullets are � � ��
�
��

peaks� Small shaded �open� circles represent � � �� �� satellites�

Nuclear re�ections are shown by big open circles� The relative

sizes indicate approximately the relative strengths of these re�ec�

tions without regard to form factor e�ects� The polygon outlined

by dashed lines is the irreducible section of this zone� � � � � � � ���

Figure �� Zero��eld EM structure of TbNi�Ge�� reproduced for easier refer�

ence� Dashed lines encompass chemical unit cell with two formula

units� Ni and Ge atoms are not shown� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��


Figure ��	 ��
�

�
�
l��scans in all the metamagnetic phases� Data were taken

on D�	 beamline at ILL� See text for details� � � � � � � � � � � � ���

Figure ��� ��� � l��scans in all the metamagnetic phases� Data were taken

on D�	 beamline at ILL� See text for details� � � � � � � � � � � � ���

Figure ��� ��
�

�
�
l��scan with a better Q�resolution at Chalk River Labo�

ratory� The large �small� arrows indicate the 
� ��� � �� ��� ��

satellites� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���

Figure ��� Field dependence of the � ���� � �z� modulation and of its width�

Dotted�dashed vertical lines locate the critical �elds �see text�

as obtained from the maximum derivative of the magnetization

curve shown in Fig� ���� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
�

Figure ��� Ferromagnetic component and the intensity �scale is on the right�

of a � � satellite as a function of �eld� Note the dip in intensity

at ���� kG� Solid line shows the bulk magnetization data� � � � � �
�
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Figure ���� A model magnetic unit cell of MP I� It is very similar to the

EM� structure shown in Fig� ��� with the exception of reduced

moments on plane # and #�� The solid circles represent Tb

atoms� Ni and Ge atoms are not shown� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
�

Figure ���� The energy eigenvalues �in units of K$ �a� and �b�� and the low

temperature magnetization ��c� and �d�� of a single�ion� The

CEF parameters are shown in the bottom panels above the leg�

ends� When the CEF ground state is  � the higher levels cross

the ground state as marked by arrows in �a�� Note the corre�

sponding jumps in the magnetization in �c�� There are no such

level crossings of the ground state when it is  � �see �b��� How�

ever� in this case there is a region of moment instability which is

located to the left of the dotted�dashed vertical line in �d�� See

text for details� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
�

Figure ���
 Single�ion magnetization as a function of temperature at four

di�erent �elds as indicated� The top panel� �a�� is for the case

when  � is the CEF ground state and the bottom panel� �b��

is for  � ground state� Only the low temperture portion� where

signi�cant T �dependence is observed� has been shown for each

case� In the higher temperature region ��T � values merge into

each other� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���

Figure ���� �Hypothetical� ordered magnetic states due to some periodic mean

�eld� �A� and �B�� in the absence of an external �eld� Application

of a �eld increases the local magnetic �eld uniformly in the RSA

as shown by the solid lines in �A�� and �B��� Corresponing changes

in the magnetic structures are also displayed� The minimum �eld

necessary to saturate the single�ion moment is indicated by Hc� � ��
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Figure ��� �Metamagnetic� behavior at three di�erent temperatures of a set

of ions with  � CEF ground state for two di�erent PMFs as shown

in Fig� �����A� and �B�� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��	

Figure A�� Paramagnetic di�use scattering from TbNi�Ge�� Solid and dashed

lines are calculated form factors of Tb�� and Ni�� ions� � � � � � ��

Figure E�� Energy scans through the Pr LII absorption edge� �a� �� � �
�

magnetic peak� �b� �� � � charge peak and �c� �uorescence yields���

Figure E�
 The magnetic wave vector� � �� the width of the Bragg re�ection

and the order parameter of PrNi�Ge� compound� The peak po�

sition to calculate � �� width and the intensity were extracted by

�tting a Lorentzian�squared line pro�le� The N%eel temperature

is indicated by the dashed line� The open circles are from a sec�

ond set of measurements to check the reproducibility� Data were

collected on raising the temperature� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

Figure E�� �� � l� scan for SmNi�Ge� showing the magnetic satellite peak at

�� � ����� � �������� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �	�
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� INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the interplay between long�range

magnetic order and single�ion anisotropy across an isostructural series of rare earth �R�

intermetallic compounds �RNi�Ge�� as a function of the R elements� Both conventional

magnetic neutron di�raction and the newly developed x�ray resonant exchange scatter�

ing �XRES� techniques are used� The experimental work is augmented by computational

investigations of the mechanism driving the phase transitions in these systems� In ad�

dition� experimental and computational studies of the low�temperature metamagnetic

properties of a particularly interesting member of the family� TbNi�Ge�� are also dis�

cussed�

Basic Magnetic Interactions

Crystals with tetragonal symmetry such as the ternary rare earth intermetallic com�

pounds with composition RT�X�� where T represents a transition metal ion� and X

denotes Si or Ge� display a wide variety of magnetic and correlated electron phenomena

��� 
� ��� With the general exception of the T�Mn compounds� which exhibit ferromag�

netism� most of these materials� with moment�bearing R ions� show antiferromagnetic

ordering at low temperature with virtually all of the magnetism associated with the f

electrons� Many of these compounds also exhibit �eld induced magnetic phase transi�

tions� or metamagnetism� at su!ciently low temperatures� There are various parameters

in the Hamiltonian of these complex systems that determine their magnetic phase tran�






sitions and ordered structures� However� a quantitative understanding of their magnetic

ordering can be achieved within a simple theoretical framework involving a few basic

magnetic interactions which are brie�y reviewed below�

The R ions in these compounds are well separated from each other so that any

direct exchange between two neighboring f shells is negligible� Due to their metallic

nature� however� the magnetic interaction between two such ions can take place via

the polarization of the conduction band electrons as in the case of the elemental rare

earth metals� This is the RKKY �Ruderman�Kittel�Kasuya�Yosida� indirect exchange

interaction which is responsible for cooperative phenomena such as magnetic ordering�

The simplest e�ective Hamiltonian for this two�ion interaction is ���

H
RKKY

� �
X
m�n
m�n

J �Rmn�Jm � Jn� �����

where J is the total angular momentum operator and J is the exchange interaction

between two R ions� By considering the response of a set of R ions� interacting via

the RKKY exchange� to a periodic �eld in the paramagnetic phase it is found that the

antiferromagnetic ordering temperature

TN 	 �g
J
� ���J�J � ��� ���
�

which is the well�known de Gennes scaling for TN �	�� Such scaling behavior is expected

for isostructural compounds where the ordering temperature is determined solely by the

RKKY exchange interaction�

The RKKY interaction is determined by the electronic band structure and Fermi

surface topology� In the case of elemental rare earths it is well established that nesting

of the Fermi surface� which enhances the indirect exchange interaction� is responsible

for the magnetic ordering� Intermetallic compounds such as RT�X� are structurally

much more complex� While the experimental studies of their magnetism have focused

on determination of the ordered states� a quantitative theoretical understanding of their



�

magnetic phase transition is less developed than for the case of the pure rare earths�

Although a few computational investigations� such as those done for RNi�B�C series�

suggest ��� the connection of Fermi surface nesting to their magnetic ordering a clear

demonstration of such a correlation by means of manifestly changing the band �lling

in such complex systems is lacking� A primary concern of the present work is the

investigation of such correlations to better understand the origin of magnetic ordering

in RNi�Ge� compounds within the theoretical framework being outlined� Although

this dissertation is focused on a particular family of materials� results of such studies

may� however� be applicable to other RT�X� compounds in light of the isostructural

relationship and the generality of the interactions being considered�

While the RKKY interaction is responsible for the long�range order� the anisotropy�

which in extreme cases� is either uniaxial or planar in tetragonal systems� is often deter�

mined by crystalline electric �eld �CEF� e�ects� In the presence of CEF the degeneracy

of the Hund�s rule ground state J�multiplet is removed according to the point symme�

try of the rare earth site� In addition� CEF also a�ects the ordering temperature ���

and plays an important role in the low temperature metamagnetic phases� In tetrago�

nal systems �ve parameters are required to determine the CEF which is much smaller

number of parameters than is required for systems with lower symmetry �e�g� nine in

orthorhombic systems�� The Hamiltonian for this single�ion interaction is given by

H
CEF

�
X
n

� X
l������

B�
l O

�
l �Jn� �

X
l����

B�
l O

�
l �Jn�

�
� �����

where the Bm
l �s are the CEF parameters characteristic of a material and the Om

l �s are

Stevens operators ��� ��� This simple form is only valid when the axis of quantization is

chosen to be along the four�fold direction� It should be noted that the CEF parameters�

Bm
l �s� are expected to change little as a function of temperature assuming that the

thermal variation of the lattice constants is not too great� The temperature dependence

of the anisotropy in the paramagnetic phase then originates from thermal population�





as determined by the trivial Boltzmann factor� of the higher levels of the CEF split

J�multiplet� In the ordered state� the variation of the anisotropy with temperature

depends on the nature of the ordering which can be rather complicated� This is because

the Stevens operators being polynomials in J have strong temperature dependence� The

expectation values of these operators vary as �	�

hOm
l �J�iT � hOm

l �J�iT��

�
jhJij

J

� l�l���
�

� ����

which was �rst shown by Zener ���� using a classical theory and later derived rigorously

by Callen and Callen ���� �
�� A more recent theoretical study of the temperature depen�

dence of magnetization and anisotropy that takes into account the e�ects of nonspherical

precession of J in the presence of CEF is given by Lindg�ard and co�workers ����� This

work showed when such precessions are negligible the well�known power law for the tem�

perature dependence for the Stevens� operators as shown above is valid� Accordingly� as

the ordered moments grow on decreasing temperature below TN the CEF terms change

more rapidly than the exchange term which varies as
�
jhJij
J

��
� showing the increasing

importance of the CEF interaction in the ordered states� In order to study anisotropic

e�ects of H
CEF

on magnetic structures a series�wide investigation on single crystals can

be performed� In particular� since Gd has zero orbital momentum due to its half��lled

f shell� H
CEF

is ine�ective in this case� Thus� a comparison between the structures of

the Gd member to those of the other members of the series may allow for a separation

of CEF e�ects�

Finally� the Zeeman interaction due to the internal �eld� when J is a constant of

motion� can be written as ��� �	�

H
Zee

� g
J
	
B

X
n

Jn �H�Rn�� ���	�

where H�R� is a spatially varying �eld� For the case of f compounds� J is constant

to a good approximation �with possible exceptions in the Sm and Eu compounds� since



	

term�splitting into multiplets due to spin�orbit coupling is � ��� K ���� whereas the

multiplet�splitting due to CEF is � ��� � ��� K� So� only the Hund�s rule ground state

multiplet� with constant angular momentum� needs to be considered for the temper�

ature of interest �� ��� K�� In comparison� the RKKY interaction which is primarily

responsible for determining the ordering temperature is of the order of � ������ K �����

The Zeeman interaction is essential for the study of the e�ects of an external �eld on

periodic structures and metamagnetism� In su!ciently high �elds the ordered structure

transforms into a saturated paramagnet with all the moments reaching the saturation

value of g
J
	
B
J � The structures in intermediate �elds� however� can be very complex

due to an interplay of all three interactions above� H
RKKY

H
CEF

and H
Zee
� respectively�

When all three terms are comparable� a multi�step metamagnetic behavior with subtle

di�erences among the metamagnetic phases can occur� This case is explored in some

detail in chapter � using a �toy model� with an R ion having J � 
�

Although a remarkably large number of magnetic phenomena can be adequately

explained with the above set of basic interactions it should be noted that magneto�elastic

coupling can also be important and may be manifest in both CEF and exchange terms�

This type of interaction� if strong enough� lowers the crystallographic symmetry via a

structural distortion such as the tetragonal�to�orthorhombic transition at TN observed

in Tb and Er nickel borocarbides ���� ���� The Hamiltonian for this type of interaction

is rather complex and reference should be made to Morin and Schmitt �
�� and Callen

and Callen ��
�� In addition� anisotropic two�ion exchange interaction due to a number

of e�ects as elucidated by Jensen and co�workers �
�� may also be signi�cant�

Prelude to RNi�Ge�

Among the vast class of RT�X� compounds� the RNi�Ge� family of materials is of

particular interest� These materials crystallize in the body�centered tetragonal ThCr�Si�



�

structure with space group I�mmm �D�	
�h�� The conventional tetragonal unit cell of this

structure is shown in Fig� ���� There are two formula units in this unit cell� The Wycko�

positions of the R atoms are 
�a� with tetragonal point symmetry D�h which plays the

crucial role of determining the CEF anisotropy� The Ni atoms are located at �d�� There

are two Ge atoms positioned one above and one below each R atom� at Wycko� sites

�e�� In the unit cell the R atoms are located at the corners and body center while the

Ni atoms are positioned on the cell faces� This layered structure can be visualized as R

planes separated along the �c axis by a network of Ni�Ge tetrahedra� These atoms form

a bicapped�square�prismatic coordination�polyhedron surrounding each R atom located

at the polyhedron center as depicted in Fig� ����

Figure ��� A conventional unit cell of the RNi�Ge� structure� The solid black
circles represent the R elements� small shaded circles stand for Ni
atoms and the big open circles denote Ge atoms�

The unit cell volume �Vc� and the lattice parameters �a and c� of all the members�

except those of PmNi�Ge� and EuNi�Ge�� are shown in Fig� ��
�a���c� �see also Table

����� The �gures display a gradual decrease of Vc as well as of a and c due to the
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�lanthanide contraction�� This smooth structural variation is important since it implies

that in the paramagnetic state the electronic bands across the series with trivalent R

ions should be similar when the f electrons are treated as part of the core� Thus� since

band electrons determine the RKKY interaction� some general feature regarding the

long�range order across the series may exist� On the other hand� EuNi�Ge� has larger

�� �" compared to those of GdNi�Ge�� see Table ���� lattice parameters� due to the

larger ionic radius of divalent Eu� For this reason it provides the opportunity to study

the e�ects of band �lling on the RKKY interaction and magnetic ordering�

In order to illustrate the type of magnetic phenomena that can occur in RNi�Ge�

two particular cases from the isostructural RNi�Si� series can be considered� These ma�

terials display considerable magneto�crystalline anisotropy which manifests remarkably

in TbNi�Si� �
	� 
��� In zero �eld� TbNi�Si� is an incommensurate amplitude modulated

�AM� antiferromagnet below TN��	 K� At about Tt�� K� the structure locks into a

commensurate equal moment �EM� phase �see Refs� �
	� 
�� and references therein�� In

both the phases� the Tb moments are aligned with the �c axis� The most striking behav�

ior was found �
	� at ��� K� where �ve metamagnetic transitions were seen in an external

�eld applied along the �c axis� due to strong uniaxial anisotropy� Subsequently� neutron

di�raction on single crystals of TbNi�Si� in a �eld revealed a rich phase diagram �
��

for this material� Among various phases� a �eld�induced transition into an AM struc�

ture from an EM phase was reported� suggesting a strong interplay of RKKY and CEF

interactions� The neighboring DyNi�Si� compound also undergoes two magnetic phase

transitions in zero applied �eld� at Tt��� K and TN�� K� respectively �
�� 
�� 
��� As

in the case of TbNi�Si�� the magnetic structure below TN but above Tt is incommen�

surate AM� while below Tt the structure becomes EM commensurate� In addition� the

magnetization is anisotropic and a series of four metamagnetic transitions at ��	 K� with

the �eld applied along the �c axis� is also observed �
���

The salient features of the magnetic properties of the silicides� just presented� are that
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Figure ��
 Unit cell volume and lattice parameters ��a���c�� of RNi�Ge� com�
pounds showing the �lanthanide contraction� �

�� �d� TN as a
function of de Gennes scaling factor �
��� TN for the Tm com�
pound� from Ref� �
��
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there exists an additional transition below the ordering temperature which corresponds

to an incommensurate�commensurate structural transformation with a saturation of the

f moments� strong anisotropy and low�temperature metamagnetism� These observa�

tions are in fact quite general� found to occur in many rare earth intermetallic compounds

��� ���� The origin of the incommensurate phase just below the ordering temperature lies

in the RKKY interaction� which is long�range and oscillatory with periodicity related

to the Fermi wave vector of the conduction electrons� As the temperature is lowered�

a balance between the exchange and the magneto�crystalline anisotropy determines the

evolution of the structure� In general� the AM phase can not be stable down to the abso�

lute zero of temperature due to entropic e�ects ����� An AM phase can be stable at �nite

temperature below TN because a sinusoidal AM arrangement has higher entropy com�

pared to that of an EM structure� Thus� the free energy� F � U�TS� is lower than that

of the EM phase at �nite temperature� As the temperature is lowered� the entropic term

decreases and the stable structure corresponds to that which minimizes the internal en�

ergy term� U � This behavior is also expected from Nernst�s theorem� As a consequence�

the modulated structure squares up and in the case of uniaxial anisotropy transforms

into an antiphase domain structure ����� as exempli�ed above� This squaring�up cer�

tainly happens in compounds with Kramers ions �e�g� Dy� Er�� since in the absence of

any exchange or external �eld� they possess at least a magnetic doublet as their ground

state� When a nonvanishing exchange is present� such a doublet splits due to the Zeeman

interaction� Therefore� at a �nite temperature below TN � the thermal population of the

higher level� below TN � may stabilize an AM structure� However� as the temperature

is lowered� the moment saturates to some �nite value associated with the ground state�

due to thermal depopulation of the higher level� For non�Kramers ions �e�g� Pr� Tb��

on the other hand� a nonmagnetic or singlet ground state is possible� In this case� if the

exchange is weaker than some critical value necessary to polarize the nonmagnetic state

by admixing higher CEF levels ��
� ���� an AM phase can persist even at � K� Such a



��

situation seems to exist in PrNi�Si� ��� down to ��	 K� whereas TN is �
� K�

Due to the isostructural relationship such interplay of long�range order and anisotropy

in the RNi�Ge� compounds can also be expected� However� no single�crystal work prior

to the series�wide investigations �
�� initiated at the Ames Laboratory exists� Bulk mea�

surements such as susceptibility and magnetization by previous researchers have been

performed only on polycrystalline samples where information concerning anisotropy was

not obtainable due to powder averaging� In addition� phase transitions associated with

subtle spin reorientations without any changes in the sublattice magnetization often

evade detection in bulk measurements on polycrystalline samples ��	�� Further� powder

samples prepared by pulverizing arc�melted ingots are prone to exhibit strain induced

changes in thermodynamic and transport properties� Extrinsic e�ects due to impurity

phases may also appear in such samples� Nevertheless� the magnetic structures of some

of the RNi�Ge� compounds have been investigated by neutron di�raction techniques on

powder samples� A summary of earlier work on these materials is given below� Various

inconsistencies in these experimental results show the need for a systematic studies on

single�crystal samples of these compounds�

NdNi�Ge� is the only light R member with an ordered state that has been studied

using neutron di�raction by Szytu&la and co�workers ����� A longitudinal AM structure

with moments along the �c axis described by �� � ����	� at 
�
 K was determined� This

AM structure persists up to TN��� K� No other transition below TN was observed� and

the structure is AM at relatively low temperature� whereas Nd is a Kramers ion� These

observations do not conform to the expectations stated above�

Both Eu and Gd highly absorb neutrons� making neutron di�raction studies of their

compounds impractical� especially for the polycrystalline samples� This is perhaps why

neutron scattering studies have not been performed on EuNi�Ge� and GdNi�Ge�� How�

ever� susceptibility and M'ossbauer spectroscopic measurements on polycrystalline sam�

ples were carried out by Felner and Nowik ����� As in the case of NdNi�Ge�� only the



��

N%eel transition was observed at �� K and 

 K� respectively� From the hyper�ne �eld

measurements the easy axis of magnetization was found to be at � and �	� from the

�c axis� respectively�

Neutron di�raction studies by two groups on polycrystalline TbNi�Ge� indicated the

structures to be quite complex� Pinto and co�workers ���� observed two transitions in

this compound at TN � �� K and Tt � � K� respectively� and thought the structure just

below TN to be incommensurate� The phase below Tt was mentioned to be complex�

and no further details were provided by this group� Later� Bour%ee�Vigneron ���� also

observed two transitions� at TN��� K and Tt����
	 K� respectively� However� this work

found both the phases to be commensurate� with Tb moments aligned with the �c axis�

According to this work� the structure below TN but above Tt is AM with wave vector �� �

�
�
�� Below Tt� a squaring�up of the moments and a new modulation ��

�
�
�

�
�
� were observed

indicating the complexity of this phase� The complete determination of the structure�

however� remained incomplete� In fact� an ordered Tb moment value of �
�	
���	 	B

was ascribed to some sites� which is surprising since the saturation value of ��� 	B is

expected for the ionic moment�

Polycrystalline DyNi�Ge� has been studied by various groups� A TN of �� K reported

by earlier groups ��� is considerably di�erent from that found by Andr%e and co�workers

���� They determined TN to be ��	 K from susceptibility measurements� According to

their powder neutron di�raction measurements� TN is ��	 K� At �� K� the structure was

found to be AM with propagation vector �� � ������ and ordered Dy moments at 
��

from the �c axis� No additional transition was observed�

The results for the magnetic structure of HoNi�Ge� also exhibit inconsistencies� Pinto

et al� reported ���� the structure to be incommensurate below TN�� K with a modulation

vector of the form �� � qz�� where qz������ and moment directions in the tetragonal basal

plane �a �at spiral�� Andr%e and co�workers found ��� the modulation to be of the form

�qx qy qz� below a transition temperature of �� K with moments at an angle of 
� from



�


the �c axis�

According to neutron di�raction studies� ErNi�Ge� ��� and TmNi�Ge� �
� order

with a modulation of �� � ���	�� and �� � ����	� below the TN of ���	 K and ���	

K� respectively� The magnetic structures of both compounds were suggested to be

modulated with Er moment forming an angle of �� with �c axis� while the Tm moment

being locked to the basal plane�

Perhaps the only consistent �nding of the earlier investigations is that the propa�

gation vector at the onset of ordering is of the form �� � qz�� with the exception of

HoNi�Ge�� for which a di�erent modulation was also reported ���� In general� however�

the inconsistency of results obtained by di�erent groups� the lack of observation of ad�

ditional transitions and the incomplete knowledge of the ordered phases make clear the

need for systematic studies of single crystals in order to obtain a correct understanding

of anisotropy and long�range magnetic order in the RNi�Ge� materials� Single crystals

of all the members of this family� except PmNi�Ge�� have been grown at the Ames Lab�

oratory� Measurements of macroscopic properties� such as magnetization and electrical

resistivity� have been carried out on these single�crystal samples �
���

Among these compounds the members with Pr� Nd� Sm and Eu through Tm with

antiferromagnetic �AF� ground states are the focus of the current investigations� Here�

the salient magnetic properties obtained from measurements on single crystals are reca�

pitulated� In Fig� ��
�d� the N%eel temperatures �see Table ��� also� of these compounds

are plotted as a function of the de Gennes factor� The TN �s of the heavy rare earth com�

pounds seem to increase with the scaling factor with small deviations from the expected

linear behavior� These deviations are more dramatic in the case of the light rare earths

which do not follow the scaling at all� This indicates the signi�cant role ���� particularly

in the lightR systems� played by the CEF interactions in determining the transition tem�

peratures� in addition to their role in �xing the single�ion anisotropy� This anisotropy�

as determined from the susceptibility measurements with a �eld applied along the �c axis
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Table ��� The transition temperatures �
�� �TN of Tm mem�
ber� from Ref� �
��� anisotropy �
��� lattice parameters
�

�� cell volume �

� and magnetic ordering vectors�
�� � qz�� of the RNi�Ge� compounds with long�range
order�

R TN Tt Anisotropy a c Vc qz qz
�K� �K� �T�TN � ��A� ��A� ��A��

�
��
c

	
��A���

���� K� ���� K� ���� K�

Pr 
�� ��� �
k
� �

�
���� ��� ���� ����� ��� ��	���

Nd ���� 
�� �
k
� �

�
���	 ���
 ����� ����	 ���� ��	���

Sm ���� ���� �
k
� �

�
���� ����� ����� ����� �
� ��	���

Eu ���� ��� �
k
� �

�
��� ����� ����� ���� ��� ���

�

Gd 
��� ���� �
k
� �

�
���� ����� ����	 ����� ��� ��	��

Tb ���� ��� �
k
� �

�
��� ����� ����
 ���	� �� �����

Dy ��� 
�� �
k
� �

�
���	 ���	� �	��� ���	 �	� ���
�

Ho ��� � �
k
� �

�
��
� ���	� �	��� ���� ���� ����

Er 
�� � �
k
� �

�
���� ����� �	��� ���	� ��� �����

Tm ��	 � �
k
� �

�
���	 ���
 �	��� ����	 �
� ��	��
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��
k
� and perpendicular to it ��

�
�� is also shown in Table ���� These measurements reveal

signi�cant magneto�crystalline anisotropy in the paramagnetic phase for all but the Eu

and Gd compounds �Table ���� see also Ref� �
���� Additional phase transitions below

the ordering temperature are also observed in all of them except for the Ho� Er� and Tm

members �Table ����� where TN itself is low because of the small de Gennes factor� Thus�

additional transitions� if they exist� are expected to be at much lower temperature than

��� K for the �rst two and ��	 K for the latter� In the case of Sm and Gd compounds�

there is a third transition at 	�	 K and ���	 K� respectively �
���

The Tb member of this series is of particular interest� TbNi�Ge� was found to

be strongly anisotropic with the easy axis of magnetization along �c� Two well�de�ned

magnetic phase transitions were observed in the anisotropic susceptibility measurements�

The most interesting behavior� however� was found in the magnetization as a function

of �eld applied along the �c axis at 
 K� By ramping the �eld up and down nine well�

de�ned phases have been observed �
��� The large number of well�de�ned transitions

�see Fig� ����b� and ���� makes this uniaxial system a very good candidate for the study

of metamagnetism� Indeed� the H � T phase diagram �see Fig� ��
� is rather complex

and exhibits a large number of critical points where two or more phases coexist �
��� A

primary focus in this work is on the zero��eld and �zero��temperature ��� K� boundary

of this complex phase diagram� A correct determination of these perimeter phases may

not only provide a better understanding of the Hamiltonian that governs the magnetic

phenomena in such complex materials� but also build a foundation and pave the way

for the future investigations of critical phenomena in a clean� well�characterized model

system like this�



�	

An Overview

In the present work a de�nitive determination of the zero��eld magnetic structures

of TbNi�Ge� is undertaken� These structures can be compared with those of other

anisotropic members such as the neighboring DyNi�Ge� which is also under investigation�

As mentioned above� a comparison of the ordered states of these anisotropic members

to those of GdNi�Ge� allows for a separation of the e�ects due to HCEF
� Next� a major

focus of this dissertation is the study of the e�ects of band �lling on long�range order�

This can be accomplished by comparing the magnetic ordering in EuNi�Ge�� where Eu

is divalent� to those of the trivalent members� Both experimental and computational

techniques are employed to better understand the RKKY�type interaction� H
RKKY

� and

magnetic ordering in this complex crystal structure� The results of such investigations

may also shed light on magnetic order�disorder transitions in the RT�X��type compounds

in general� Finally� with the knowledge of the zero��eld structures� the metamagnetic

phase transitions in TbNi�Ge� are studied in order to observe the interplay of all three

interactions� H
RKKY

� H
CEF

and H
Zee
� respectively�

In the study of magnetic structures on a microscopic scale� both XRES and magnetic

neutron di�raction experiments are useful� The major advantage of using XRES is the

superior Q�resolution available� allowing one to observe subtle changes in periodicities�

as is often the case at phase transitions� In addition� small samples as well as materials

containing elements such as B� Sm� Eu and Gd with high neutron capture cross�sections

can be conveniently studied with this technique� The rather small cross�sections of

resonant and non�resonant scattering compared to that of the Thomson scattering render

the former to be e�ectively extinction�free� which facilitates more accurate integrated

intensity measurements on single crystals� Finally� the elemental selectivity of the XRES

technique makes it possible to study individual sublattices in a model�independent way�

On the less favorable side� XRES can currently be performed only on single�crystal



��

samples� In addition� at present� it is not possible to determine the absolute values of the

ordered moments and it is di!cult to extract the ferromagnetic components using this

technique� In the last three cases neutron scattering is undoubtedly superior� Hence�

both of these complementary techniques have been utilized in the study of RNi�Ge�

compounds�

Both TbNi�Ge� and DyNi�Ge� have AM structures below TN with propagation vec�

tors� q� � �� � ���	�� and �� �����	�� respectively� The phase below Tt in both compounds

is an equal moment �EM� commensurate structure� This EM phase is described by a set

of three modulation vectors� namely� q���� �
�
�
� along with its third harmonic q�

�
��� �

�
�
�� q���

�
�

�
�
�� and q���

�
�

�
�

�
�
�� The q� and q� modulations are due to the antiferromag�

netically ordered planes present in the structure which may be the result of �exchange

frustrations� built into the EM structure �� 	�� In both phases the ordered moments in

TbNi�Ge� are aligned with the �c axis� In DyNi�Ge�� the moments are canted away from

the �c axis due to in�plane ordered component� This canting angle at ��	 K is estimated

to be � ���� The rotation of the ordered moments away from the �c axis is consistent

with the weaker anisotropy in DyNi�Ge� observed in the paramagnetic phase compared

to that of TbNi�Ge� �
���

The ordered structures just below TN vary from one R compound to the next� as

exempli�ed above� due to the change of f moments and CEF anisotropy� However� all

of them are characterized by a single incommensurate propagation vector� as listed in

Table ���� of the same symmetry �( line�� �� � qz�� This observation was hypothesized

to be due to Fermi surface nesting ��� In order to verify this conjecture� GdNi�Ge� and

EuNi�Ge�� having the same isotropic moment but di�erent band �lling� were studied

experimentally and computationally� According to the hypothesis� the Gd compound

should order with a propagation vector on the ( line close to the ones observed in the

other trivalent members� whereas ordering vector for the Eu compound could be quite

di�erent� due to lower electron count in the latter� Indeed� XRES measurements show
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that the ordering vector in the Gd compound is q
Gd
��� � ������� whereas that in Eu

material is commensurate� q
Eu
��� � ��� Band and generalized electronic susceptibility

calculations found not only that q
Gd
is due to nesting but also that because of lower band

�lling in the Eu compound� the nesting in the latter occurs at q
Eu
� The elucidation of

the origin of the N%eel transition inRNi�Ge� compounds is the most important theoretical

result of this work�

Next� magnetic structures of EuNi�Ge� and GdNi�Ge� have been studied by XRES�

As already mentioned� since both Eu and Gd absorb neutrons highly� XRES is the

probe of choice in these studies� In both materials the moments are locked to the basal

plane below Tt� The transition at Tt in EuNi�Ge� corresponds to spin reorientations in

the tetragonal basal plane whereas an ordered component along the �c axis develops in

GdNi�Ge� ����

Finally� as a part of the series�wide study� the metamagnetic structures at �� K

of TbNi�Ge� have been investigated using neutron di�raction measurements� The �rst

metamagnetic structure at ���� kG� consists of Tb ions with reduced moments at certain

sites� Calculations for a simple �toy model� with an ion having J � 
 suggest that this

may be due to moment instability originating from an interplay of CEF e�ects and

Zeeman interactions with a local magnetic �eld� Also� the AF planes are present in all

the metamagnetic structures� contrary to the naive expectation that spin��ip transitions

induced by the external �eld will make such planes ferromagnetic� Neutron di�raction

results for all these phases are also discussed�

The organization of the dissertation is as follows� The following chapter summarizes

the crystal growth and experimental methods� with particular emphasis on the neutron

and XRES techniques which are the primary tools used for the magnetic structure deter�

minations� Chapter � is concerned with the zero��eld magnetic structures of anisotropic

systems� TbNi�Ge� and DyNi�Ge�� In Chapter � a closer look is given to the RKKY in�

teraction and the hypothesis of nesting as the driving mechanism for the N%eel transition
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in RNi�Ge� compounds is developed� Chapter 	 presents the XRES investigations of

magnetic structures of GdNi�Ge� and EuNi�Ge� designed to investigate the hypothesis

developed in Chapter � The next chapter focuses on the metamagnetic structures of

TbNi�Ge� compound studied with neutron di�raction� The last chapter gives a summary

of this work and suggests possible future experiments that may be useful for improving

the current state of knowledge of magnetic phenomena in these compounds�
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� EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

In the previous chapter earlier investigations of RNi�Ge� compounds using poly�

crystalline samples were summarized� It was established that such studies were not

only inadequate for a complete understanding of the interplay of long�range order and

anisotropy but also they are often erroneous� It was made clear that good�quality single

crystals were necessary to make progress toward a better understanding of the complex

Hamiltonian� involving several competing interactions discussed earlier� that governs

magnetic phenomena in these compounds� In the �rst section of this chapter a brief

description of the growth technique of the single�crystal samples used for the present

study is given followed by a summary of their characterization methods�

A complete solution of a magnetic structure requires several steps ���� Firstly� the

magnetic wave vector�s�� q� needs to be found� Secondly� the ordered moment direction

is determined� With the exception of uniaxial or collinear structure the direction of

moments in general can vary from site to site in the case of complicated ordered states�

such as a bunched spiral or a conical AF structure� Finally� the absolute values of the

ordered moments must be evaluated� Depending on the complexity of the structure

a single experimental technique is not su!cient to provide a complete knowledge of a

magnetic structure� In the later sections of this chapter neutron and x�ray scattering

techniques as utilized in this work are also reviewed in order to elucidate the comple�

mentarity of these methods in the study of magnetic structures and discuss the relevant

cross�sections needed for model calculations�
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Single Crystal Growth and Characterization

High�Temperature�Solution�Growth Technique

The series�wide study of RNi�Ge� compounds was made possible by the availability

of high�quality single crystals of these materials� These crystals were grown in the

Ames Laboratory using a high�temperature�solution�growth technique details of which

have been elucidated by Fisk and Remeika ��� and Can�eld and Fisk ���� Recent

this technique has been applied to grow high�quality large�grain icosahedral R�Mg�Zn

���� and decagonal Al�Ni�Co �	�� quasicrystals� respectively� A self�contained� and lucid

description of this technique as employed for the growth of the tetragonal RAgSb�

compounds can be found in Ref� �	��� The steps involved for the growth of high�qulaity

single crystals of the RNi�Ge� compounds is brie�y described below�

Single crystals of RNi�Ge� are grown out of a ternary melt with elemental com�

position R�Ni�	Ge�	� This composition was found to be the optimum after several

exploratory growths with di�erent starting compositions� The elemental composition

was placed in an alumina crucible in a strati�ed manner with Ge on the top and the R

element on the bottom� Since Ge has the lowest melting temperature it melts �rst� As

the molten Ge �ows downward it starts to incorporate Ni and the R element with higher

melting temperature into the melt� A second alumina crucible containing quartz wool

is placed upside down over the growth crucible� The latter crucible acts as a strainer

during later decanting of the melt� Both the crucibles are sealed in a quartz ampoule

with a partial pressure of argon� The elemental mixture is then heated to a temperature

of �
�� �C for a su!cient period of time for it to form a homogeneous liquid� The melt

is then cooled over a period of approximately ��� hours to ���� �C� Since Ni and Ge

form �" of the mixture and are present with equal proportion relative to each other

the growth is essentially out of NiGe liquid above ���� �C� An inspection of the Ge�

Ni binary phase diagram reveals the liquidus to be at ���� �C at NiGe composition�
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Therefore� in order to avoid the formation of any binary Ge�Ni compounds below this

temperature the remaining melt is quickly decanted at ���� �C using a centrifuge� With

the exception of the radioactive Pm member of the series all others have been grown

using this method� All these crystals have plate�like habits with clearly visible square

facets perpendicular to the crystallographic �c axis� In the case of EuNi�Ge� the plates

do not have clear �� � �� facets�

X�Ray Di�raction Characterization

In order to con�rm the crystal structures and to detect any second phase contamina�

tions� large grains of single crystals were pulverized and x�ray powder di�raction patterns

were taken at room temperature using Cu K� radiation in a �at plate geometry� The

powder pattern revealed sharp Bragg peaks� All the sharp intense peaks were indexed to

the body�centered tetragonal crystal structure� Two weak spurious peaks with negligible

weight were also observed in some growths originating from the elemental Ge and Ni

present in the residual �ux on the grain surfaces �or �ux inclusions�� The quality of the

single crystals was then checked by x�ray di�raction measurements using an in�house

Rigaku generator and a four�circle di�ractometer� White radiation from a rotating Cu

anode was monochromatized with a Ge ����� crystal� Another Ge ����� crystal was

placed right before the detector to use as an analyzer� These measurements on single

crystals showed high degree of structural order� Both the longitudinal and transverse

widths ������� �A�� and ������ respectively� of the observed �h � l�� �h h l� and �� �

l� type peaks were close to the resolution limit�

Thermodynamic and Transport Measurements

Single crystals of all the members of the series were characterized by bulk suscepti�

bility and magnetization measurements using a superconducting quantum interference

device �SQUID� magnetometer which provides a temperature range of �����	� K and a







maximum �eld of 		 kG� With the exception of SmNi�Ge�� the low��eld susceptibility in

all the other members was found to obey a Curie�Weiss �CW� law at high temperature�

The e�ective moments extracted from the CW �ts were found to be in close agreement

with the theoretical values of the localized trivalent rare earth moments for the Hund�s

rule ground state� except for EuNi�Ge�� which was found to be divalent� A summary

of the salient magnetic properties of the Pr� Nd� Sm and Eu through Tm members has

been given in Table ���� Low��eld susceptibility measurements with the �eld applied

along the �c axis ��
k
� and perpendicular to it ��

�
� reveal signi�cant magneto�crystalline

anisotropy in the paramagnetic phase for all but the Eu and Gd compounds �Table ����

see also REf� �
���� This anisotropy� which is primarily determined by H
CEF

� an im�

portant term in the Hamiltonian� could not be observed in previous studies on powder

samples� Additional phase transitions below the ordering temperature �TN � are also

observed in all of them except for the Ho� Er� and Tm members �Table ���� where TN

itself is low because of the small de Gennes factor� Thus� additional transitions� if they

exist� are expected to be at much lower temperature than ��� K for the �rst two and ��	

K for the latter� In the case of Sm and Gd compounds� there is a third transition at 	�	

K and ���	 K� respectively �
��� Susceptibility and magnetization measurements of the

Eu� Gd� Tb� and Dy compounds are discussed in detail in the following chapters�

The zero��eld in�plane resistivity ���T �� of all the members of the series was measured

as a function of temperature using the standard four�probe technique �
��� The high

temperature resistivity varies linearly with T in the case of compounds with magnetically

ordered ground states� consistent with their metallic behavior� The resistivity drops at

TN yielding a break� due to the loss of the spin�disorder scattering that is present in

the paramagnetic phase� At the lower transition at Tt� the magnitude of the change

of resistivity depends on the nature of the phase below Tt and may not produce any

pronounced features such as the break observed at TN � In the case of Pr� Nd� Gd� and

Tb� however� a change of slope at Tt is indeed observed �
��� This is illustrated in Fig�
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Figure 
�� In�plane zero��eld resistivity for TbNi�Ge�� Note the break at the
transitions� The inset shows nearly linear behavior of ��T �at high
temperature�


�� for TbNi�Ge�� There is a clearly visible break at both transitions as indicated by the

arrows� As the inset shows ��T � is nearly linear above � ��� K� As mentioned above�

for the Ho� Er� and Tm compounds Tt� if it exists� is expected to be lower than ��� K�

the lowest temperature of the present measurements� For the remaining members� Sm

and Dy� the change of ��T � at Tt is barely discernible �
��� The residual resistance ratio

�RRR� can be estimated from �
���K�
�
�K�

� which is a measure of the degree of perfection of a

crystal� The values of the RRR for the compounds with ordered ground state lie in the

range of ��
 to ���� which is quite good for intermetallic compounds� Magnetoresistance

measurements were also carried on these compounds� Details of these measurements can

be found in �
���






Neutron Di�raction

Neutron di�raction on powdered materials is an invaluable tool in the study of mag�

netic structures in condensed matter� since the magnetic and nuclear scattering cross�

sections are of comparable strength� By comparing neutron di�raction patterns above

and below the magnetic transition temperature� one can readily identify magnetic peaks

assuming that the crystal structure remains the same through the transition� This is of

de�nite advantage since polycrystalline materials can be grown relatively easily� while

in many cases single crystals are not available�

For magnetic structures described by multiple propagation vectors� however� index�

ing magnetic peaks in a powder pattern unambiguously becomes a formidable� if not

impossible task� Shirane �	
�� for example� has shown that even for a simple uniaxial

magnetic structure it is not possible to determine completely the magnetic structure in

a crystal of high symmetry �i�e� cubic� tetragonal and hexagonal� from powder data

alone �except for some special cases�� due to averaging of magnetic domains associated

with equivalent directions of moments allowed by symmetry�

Di�raction measurements on single�crystal samples must be performed in order to

determine the propagation vectors and the moment direction unambiguously� Once the

wave vectors and the moment direction are known� the best magnetic con�guration

among competing models is found by comparing calculated magnetic peak intensities

with observed ones� Because of the comparable nuclear and magnetic cross�sections of

neutrons� the magnetic peaks can be put on an absolute scale with the nuclear re�ections�

giving the absolute value of the ordered moments�

A number of excellent textbooks on thermal�neutron di�raction techniques exist�

For further details reference should be made to the texts by Bacon �	��� Marshall and

Lovesey �	�� and Squires �		�� respectively� A brief discussion of the elastic scattering

cross�sections of neutrons� relevant to this work� is given below�




	

Scattering Cross�Section for Neutron Powder Di�raction

A summary of the intensity calculations along with the underlying assumptions is

given below� The intensity of a nuclear powder peak �hkl� is given by�

INhkl � SC�
B�
jNhkl

sin�
B� sin�

B�

�
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n

)bne
iQ�rne�Wn
Q�
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���

where S is an overall scale factor depending only on the experimental conditions$ jNhkl is

the multiplicity of the �hkl� re�ection$ )b is the bound scattering amplitude of neutrons

averaged over nuclear isotopes and� where necessary� over their nuclear spin states$ Q �

k� � k is the scattering vector$ Wn is the Debye�Waller factor of a particular nucleus at

rn$ and the sum is performed over all the nuclei in the unit cell� In order to compare

with the observed intensities from a powder pattern� one needs to account for absorption�

extinction and preferred orientations� All these factors are lumped into the correction

factor� C�
B�� For the calculations in this work� the corrections necessary for strain

broadening are ignored� For a �nely ground powder� primary extinction of neutrons can

also be ignored� Although secondary extinction and preferred orientations may not be

negligible� no attempts have been made to correct for them� In the case of TbNi�Ge�� a

small absorption correction mostly due to Tb was found to be negligible ��� It is noted

here that in the case of Sm� Eu and Gd� the neutron absorption cross�section is very large�

	���� 	�	 and ���� barns� respectively� compared to that in Tb� which is only �
�

barns �	��� Compounds containing these elements� such as EuNi�Ge� and GdNi�Ge�� are

neutron opaque� making their study with neutron di�raction very di!cult� Since the

neutron di�raction measurements on powder samples were taken at low temperature ��

�� K�� Debye�Waller factors were also ignored� Thus� the intensities of nuclear peaks
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were calculated according to�

INhkl � S
jNhkl

sin�
B� sin�

B�
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There is only a temperature�independent overall scale factor� S� to �t� which is deter�

mined from the data in the paramagnetic phase� In the case of TbNi�Ge�� discussed

later in detail� the scale factor was determined by comparing measured intensities of

nuclear peaks at 
� K to those calculated via Eqn� 
�
 �see Appendix B�� This scale

factor is later used to put the magnetic peaks on an absolute scale� which allows the

determination of the absolute values of the ordered moments�

In general� calculations of intensities for magnetic peaks are quite complicated� How�

ever� for collinear structures calculations simplify to the following expression �	
��

IMhkl �
S

N�
m

jMhkl
sin�
B� sin�

B�
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Here Nm is the number of conventional unit cells comprising the magnetic unit cell�

which can di�er from the conventional cell� jMhkl is the multiplicity of the �hkl� re�ection�

� is the neutron gyromagnetic ratio� h	ji is the thermal average of magnetic moment

�in units of Bohr magneton� 	B� at the jth magnetic site� The magnetic form factor�

fj�Q�� of the j�th ion was calculated in the dipole approximation according to �

fj�Q� � hj��Q�i� C�hj��Q�i� �
��

where C� is a constant depending on the Land%e g�factor� Values of hjl�Q�i were calculated

using analytic expressions given in Ref� �	���

In the case of powder neutron di�raction� an average of magnetic interaction vector�

q � �e��e � ��� � ��� over equivalent spin directions needs to be performed which leads

to ambiguity in the determination of the moment direction as mentioned above� This
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average is given by �	
��

hq�i � �� hcos���i� �
�	�

where  is the angle between the moment direction� �	� of the atoms and the unit scat�

tering vector� �e� These averages for various crystal systems are given in Ref� �	
�� For

the tetragonal system with ordered moments along the �c axis the average is �

hq�i � ��

�
ldhkl
c

��

� �
���

where dhkl and c are the planar spacing and the lattice parameter� respectively�

Observed intensities can be obtained by simple numerical integration of the Bragg

peaks corrected for background� When there is signi�cant peak overlap� intensities of

all the unresolved Bragg peaks are included�

Cross�Section for Neutron Scattering from Single Crystals

The primary advantages of using single crystals are the unambiguous determination

of the magnetic modulation vectors� as well as the moment directions in many cases� and

the order�of�magnitude increase in the scattering intensity� This large gain in intensity

makes it easier to observe weak superlattice peaks that can remain undetected in powder

di�raction measurements� Since� in general� only one Bragg peak is observed at a time

with single crystal samples� the widths of these peaks are resolution limited� resulting in

a much more precise determination of the wave vectors� In the case of powder samples�

there are often several sets of overlapping peaks� which degrade the precision with which

wave vectors and the integrated intensities can be extracted� Finally� metamagnetic or

magnetic��eld�induced structures can only be studied on single crystals� which is one of

the primary objectives of this work� Di�raction from single crystals� however� su�ers

from extinction e�ects� which reduce integrated intensities of Bragg re�ections� This

reduction may lead to erroneous models of ordered states if it is not corrected for� These
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e�ects are sample�dependent and vary signi�cantly with intensity� as well as the Q of

Bragg re�ections for a given neutron energy� Therefore� a priori calculations for these

e�ects can not be performed with con�dence� It is possible to assess the importance of

these e�ects by comparing intensities as a function of neutron energy� which is seldom

done� However� it is far more practical to measure experimentally these e�ects for a

given crystal structure� Integrated intensities are calculated� as discussed below� for a

large number of nuclear peaks and compared with the measured intensities corrected for

geometric e�ects and absorption� where necessary� The best �t between the observed and

calculated intensities is obtained by varying an extinction factor associated with each

re�ection� In general� the stronger Bragg peaks are a�ected the most by extinctions�

yielding large correction factors for these peaks� These extinction factors can be used to

obtain interpolated values needed to correct the calculated intensities of magnetic peaks�

appearing elsewhere in reciprocal space� for a given model to obtain agreement with the

observed intensities�

For a single�crystal sample the integrated intensity of a magnetic peak is given by

��� ����

IM�Q� � F � F� �
�F �Q��F� �Q�

jQj�
� �
���

where the vector magnetic structure factor� F� without the Debye�Waller factor is shown

below

F �

�
�e�


mec�

�X
j

h�jifj�Q�e
iQ�rj � �
���

The above expressions were used to calculate intensities in the neutron di�raction studies

of metamagnetism in TbNi�Ge� presented in Chap� ��
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X�Ray Resonant Exchange Scattering �XRES�

The �rst prediction that x�ray scattering can be used to study magnetic structures of

condensed matter was made by Platzman and Tzoar in ���� �	��� This was experimen�

tally veri�ed in ���
 by de Bergevin and Brunel �	�� in their pioneering work on NiO�

using an x�ray tube source� However� signi�cant progress in the study of magnetism

using x�ray scattering had to wait almost a decade for the development of synchrotron

radiation sources� The availability of high �ux� polarized photon beam� and high Q�

resolution opened up a new �eld of research� In ���	� Blume �	��� using a second�order

perturbation theory� suggested the resonant contribution to magnetic scattering of x�

rays when the incident energy is tuned to some absorption edge� The �rst observation

of the resonant scattering sensitive to magnetization was observed by Namikawa and

co�workers ���� at the Ni K�edge� In the same year� Gibbs and co�workers made the

�rst non�resonant x�ray scattering studies on Ho ���� and pioneered the investigations of

elemental rare earth magnetism using x�rays� In ����� this work was complemented by

an extensive study of polarization and resonance properties of magnetic x�ray scattering

in the same material ��
�� This experiment prompted a detailed theoretical work by

Hannon and co�workers ���� who derived the complicated dependence of the resonant

cross�section on local magnetization direction and the polarization state of the primary

and secondary photons� According to this work� the resonant magnetic scattering re�

sults from electric multipole transitions� In the case of rare earths� such transitions

involve exciting an electron from a core level �such as 
p� to an unoccupied state above

the Fermi level� due to exclusion principle� �such as 	d�� followed by the de�excitation

and re�emission of the absorbed photon� Hence� the name is x�ray resonant exchange

scattering �XRES�� The scattering is sensitivite to magnetization because the spin�orbit

coupling or the exchange interaction splits the core levels and�or the excited states� In

the magnetically ordered states such e�ects at di�erent sites are correlated giving rise
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to Bragg peaks� The XRES cross�sections have been presented in a readily usable form

by Hill and McMarrow ���� The XRES cross�section pertinent to this work is discussed

below�

The major advantage of using XRES is the superior Q�resolution available� allow�

ing one to measure magnetic wave vectors with an order�of�magnitude better precision

than that available with conventional neutron di�raction methods and observe subtle

changes in periodicities� as is often the case at phase transitions� The high Q�resolution

also makes it possible to study magnetic structures on a mesoscopic scale in excess of

���� �A� XRES studies of the rare earths are performed at the LII and LIII edges �see be�

low� which lie in an energy range of ���� keV� which is convenient for di�raction studies

using synchrotron radiation� In addition� small samples� as well as materials containing

elements such as B� Sm� Eu and Gd with high neutron capture cross�sections� can be

conveniently studied with this technique� Since the cross�sections of resonant �and non�

resonant� scattering are order�of�magnitude smaller compared to that of the Thomson

scattering� extinction e�ects are negligible� which facilitates a more accurate integrated

intensity measurements on single crystals� Furthermore� an ab initio determination of

moment direction can also be done in an element�selective way ��	� ��� ��� � ��� This

is of de�nite advantage in systems containing two or more magnetic species� Whereas

neutrons simultaneously probe all the magnetic ions� XRES is primarily sensitive to the

resonating atoms� Thus� XRES provides the opportunity to study di�erent magnetic

sublattices independently� Recently� the XRES technique for determining the moment

direction by measuring the Q�dependence of integrated intensities of magnetic Bragg

peaks has been developed and applied with success on the series�wide investigation of

magnetic structures in the RNi�B�C compounds ��	� ��� ���� In the following� the pro�

cedure involved in determining the ordered moment direction using XRES is described�

In order to use resonance phenomena to study rare earth magnetism� the incident

photon energy is tuned to the appropriate L�edge of the rare earths� which is LII for the
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light rare earths� including Gd� and LIII for the heavy rare earths� respectively� With

the energy chosen� extensive searches for superlattice peaks along various symmetry

directions of the Brillouin zone� as allowed by the scattering geometry� are carried out�

Once the superlattice peaks are found� the energy where the peak shows the maximum

is identi�ed as the resonant energy �Eres�� The observation of a maximum in the energy

scan is consistent with the magnetic origin of a superlattice peak� In order to utilize the

maximum resonant enhancement� the photon energy is tuned to Eres� which is typically

within 	�� eV of the absorption edge� In order to determine the moment direction

associated with the resonating ions� integrated intensities of a set of magnetic Bragg

peaks are measured carefully and model calculations are compared with their observed

Q�dependence�

Figure 
�
 Scattering geometries and sample orientations for the integrated
intensity measurements�

The measurements of intensities are carried out in the �at plate geometry� which

also allows a larger number of asymmetric re�ections to be accessed with simple geo�

metric corrections� In the case of TbNi�Ge�� discussed in the next chapter� altogether ��

magnetic peaks were measured� which is comparable to and� in some cases� larger than�

the number of resolved magnetic peaks observed in powder neutron di�raction patterns�

The sample orientations and various scattering geometries are shown in Fig� 
�
� The

samples are cut and polished to be of rectangular shape with small width� This narrow



�


geometric shape ensures that at all angles of measurements the beam pro�le is larger

than the sample dimension in the scattering plane� In addition� single crystals grown by

high�temperature�solution�growth technique have residual �ux on their surfaces� By pol�

ishing the crystals the left�over �ux is also removed� which increases re�ectivity� Next�

in order to accept the full intensity� the detector slits are opened up as described in Ref�

��	�� Finally� the integrated intensities are collected by performing a transverse scan

through the magnetic peaks� This scan is done by varying the Bragg angle �
� as shown

in Fig� 
�
� over an angular range �typically 
���� centered on a Bragg peak� where

intensity is above the background level� at a constant rate as the scattered photons are

counted� For the typical scattering geometries and sample orientations shown in Fig� 
�
�

the integrated re�ection of a magnetic Bragg peak takes the following form ���� �	� ���

IXRES
hkl 	

sin�
B � �� sin�
B � ��


	 sin�
B� cos��� sin�

B�

� j
X
n���

�fnon�resn �k� ���k�� ����Ln�Q��Sn�Q��

� FXRES
n �k� ���k�� ���� �zn�eiQ�rne�Wn
Q�j�� �
���

where the non�resonant term is also included for completeness� This expression is valid

for symmetric �� � �� as well as for asymmetric �� �� �� geometries �see Fig� 
�
� where

� is the �asymmetry� angle between the surface normal� �n� which is �c for all the sam�

ple geometries used in this work� and the scattering vector� Q � k� � k� The Lorentz

velocity factor� �
sin
��B�

� is also included� The rest of the angular factors are needed to

account for the fraction of the beam intercepted by the sample and absorption ��	� ����

The non�resonant and resonant scattering amplitudes depend on the wave vector and

the polarization of incident �k� ��� and scattered �k�� ��� x�ray beams� The non�resonant

scattering amplitude has di�erent angular dependence for orbital moment� Ln�Q�� and

spin moment� Sn�Q�� respectively� The resonant scattering� on the other hand� depends

on the direction� �zn� of the net magnetic moment at the nth site� The exact expressions

for the non�resonant cross�sections for di�erent incident and scattered photon polariza�
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tion states have been worked out by Blume and Gibbs ����� However� since the observed

non�resonant scattering away from resonance was quite small in all the measurements

pertaining to this work� at resonance this contribution can be neglected� The polariza�

tion of the primary beam in the orbital plane of the electrons of a synchrotron source is

horizontal ���"� which corresponds to ��polarization with respect to the vertical scat�

tering geometry used� For the electric�dipole�electric�dipole �E�� transition �which is

the dominant term in the scattering cross�section� only �  � scattering contributes

���� ��� Due to the low temperature of the measurements in this work the Debye�Waller

factors are assumed negligible and can also be dropped� Thus� the XRES expression for

the integrated intensity of a magnetic peak reduces to ����

IXRES
hkl 	

sin�
B � �� sin�
B � ��


	 sin�
B� cos��� sin�

B�

X
i




�k� � �zi


� � �
����

where the summation is over all the magnetic domains associated with equivalent mo�

ment directions� From the above equation one immediately sees that only the component

in the scattering plane can be probed by E� resonant scattering� This is in contrast to

the case with neutrons where the moment component normal to the scattering vector is

probed� or non�resonant x�ray scattering where primarily the component perpendicular

to the scattering plane is measured�

In summary� neutron di�raction and magnetic x�ray scattering� in particular XRES�

are complementary to each other� Both are very useful in the study of magnetic struc�

tures on a macroscopic scale� It is not di!cult to identify wave vectors using neutron

di�raction on single crystals� This is because nuclear and magnetic scattering cross�

sections are of comparable strength� On the other hand� the availability of high Q�

resolution� the possibility to study neutron�opaque materials with ease� and the elemen�

tal selectivity make XRES a powerful probe of magnetic materials� With the availability

of the new generation synchrotron sources this technique is becoming increasingly more

convenient to use� Finally� with the knowledge of wave vectors and moment direction�



�

powder neutron di�raction can be used to determine the absolute values of the ordered

moments� The expressions for the scattering cross�sections presented in this chapter are

used later in model calculations�



�	

� MAGNETIC STRUCTURES OF ANISOTROPIC

SYSTEMS	 TbNi�Ge� AND DyNi�Ge�

In this chapter experimental determination of the zero��eld magnetic structures of

TbNi�Ge� and DyNi�Ge� compounds will be presented� These neighboring isostructural

compounds provide the opportunity to observe the changes brought about by the dif�

ference in the anisotropic f moments while keeping the conduction electron count or

band �lling �xed� The determination of their magnetic structures is not only a primary

focus of the current work� but this knowledge will also provide the foundation for the

future studies of the �eld�induced structures later�

TbNi�Ge�

Previous Investigations of the Magnetic Structures

Pinto and co�workers have studied a large number of RT�X� rare earth intermetallic

ternaries� including TbNi�Ge�� using neutron di�raction from polycrystalline samples

����� In TbNi�Ge� they observed two transitions� at TN � �� K and Tt � � K� respectively�

According to their work the structure below TN is incommensurate� However� a complete

determination of the structures was not carried out�

Later� in a more detailed study� Bour%ee�Vigneron ���� also found two transitions�

at TN � �� K and Tt � ���
	 K� respectively� According to this work� the magnetic

structures in both phases are commensurate with Tb moments aligned with the �c axis�
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The higher�temperature structure was shown to be a longitudinal amplitude modulated

�AM� wave with wave vector �� � �
�
�� in reciprocal lattice units �r�l�u��� Below Tt�

additional satellite peaks� corresponding to �� � �
�
� related to �� � �

�
�� and a new wave

vector ��
�

�
�

�
�
�� also develop� In this phase� the �� � �

�
� structure is partially squared�up

AM� similar to that above Tt� In addition� there are antiferromagnetically ordered Tb

planes to account for the ��
�

�
�

�
�
� modulation� A complete magnetic unit cell of the model

structure for this phase is not given in Ref� ����� Re�nement of this model� however�

leads to values of the Tb�� moment up to �
�	
���	 	B at some sites� which is �"

larger than the saturated value of ��� 	B expected for the ionic moment�

Although it is possible to have an excess moment associated with the spin polariza�

tion of the conduction band electrons ����� such a large enhancement of the moment is

surprising� To illustrate the magnitude of the polarization contribution� one can consider

the isostructural GdRh�Si� compound where the enhancement is solely due to exchange

interactions since the Gd�� ground state ��S 	
�
� is una�ected by CEF e�ects� In this case

the polarization of the 	d conduction band contributes a maximum of ��
�
���� 	B in

excess of the Gd moment �����

Susceptibility and Magnetization

The temperature dependence of the low �eld susceptibility ���T�� with applied �eld

parallel �H k �c� and perpendicular �H � �c� to the �c axis was found to be strongly

anisotropic� From cusps in the susceptibility two transitions were identi�ed which are

indicated in Fig� ����a�� The paramagnetic�to�antiferromagnetic �AF� transition occurs

at ���� K �TN�� The second transition is at a lower temperature of ��� K �Tt� �
�� ��

These transition temperatures are consistent with previously published results ���� ����

�According to the paper �Ref� ����� the modulation vector is �	 	 �
� � with respect to the Brillouin

zone �BZ� boundary� The de
nition of the propagation vectors adopted in this work is made with
respect to the BZ center ��� which retains the full point group symmetry of the space group of the
underlying crystal structure�



��

Figure ��� �a� Susceptibility as a function of temperature at � kG and �b�
magnetization as a function of �eld at 
 K of TbNi�Ge� single
crystal�



��

Perhaps the most interesting behavior was found in the magnetization �M�H��

as a function of �eld applied along the �c axis at 
 K �Fig� ����b��� As the �eld was

increased from zero to its maximum value� a sequence of well�de�ned steps appeared�

Up to 		 kG� �ve distinct transitions were observed �at � kG� ���� kG� 
� kG� �	 kG

and 	�� kG� respectively�� When the magnetization data were normalized to magnetic

moment per Tb�� ion� the sequence of magnetization values in the metamagnetic phases

was approximately �
�
� �

� �
��
� �
�
and �


of the saturation value of ��� 	B� In Ref� �
�� a

transition to a seventh phase at 	� kG with saturated ��� 	B per Tb�� is found which

persists up to the maximum attainable �eld of ��� kG� Also� M�H� is hysteretic and

on �eld ramping down from the maximum value two more states are found� giving up

to nine well de�ned phases� When the applied �eld was in the basal plane� however�

magnetization did not exhibit any transitions�

This anisotropic behavior is similar to that observed in the isostructural TbNi�Si�

compound �
	� 
��� In zero �eld� TbNi�Si� is an incommensurate AM antiferromagnet

below �	 K� At about � K� the structure locks into a commensurate equal moment �EM�

phase �see Refs� �
	� 
�� and references therein�� In both the phases Tb moments are

aligned with the �c axis� The most striking behavior was found �
	� at ��� K� where �ve

metamagnetic transitions were seen in an external �eld applied along the �c axis� although

these transitions were not as clearly resolved as in Fig� ����b�� suggesting that TbNi�Ge�

is a better candidate for study� Neutron di�raction on a single crystal of TbNi�Si� in a

�eld revealed a rich phase diagram �
��� Among various phases� a �eld induced transition

into an AM structure from an EM phase was reported� Based on the similar magnetic

properties and the isostructural relationship a rich magnetic phase diagram for TbNi�Ge�

can be expected as well� Di�erences are likely to arise� however� due to the change in

the environment of the Tb atoms brought about by Ge substitution for Si and by the

di�erences in the lattice parameters� since the oscillatory exchange interactions are very

sensitive to magnetic ion�ion separation� Also� the number and clarity of states make
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TbNi�Ge� an ideal system to study metamagnetic structures� But �rst it is vital to have

a clear understanding of the zero��eld structures� This is the focus of the rest of this

section�

Determination of Magnetic Wave Vectors� Neutron Di�raction from a

Single Crystal

The neutron scattering measurements on a single crystal of TbNi�Ge� were carried

out at the HM spectrometer of High�Flux Beam Reactor �HFBR� at Brookhaven Na�

tional Laboratory� Neutrons with energies of ��� meV and ���	 meV were used� Most

of the work was carried out at ���	 meV with collimator settings of ��� ��� ��� ���

A pyrolytic graphite �PG� �lter was placed after the sample to eliminate second har�

monic �	
�
� contamination of the beam� The largest crystal ���� mg� of the same batch

as that used for the susceptibility measurements was chosen� No special preparation of

the sample was necessary�

The single crystal was aligned with the �h h l� zone in the scattering plane in order to

identify all modulation vectors unambiguously� At 
� K� above TN � as determined from

the susceptibility data� scans along various symmetry directions in this zone showed

only nuclear peaks consistent with the body�centered crystal structure �i�e� h�k�l � 
n

where n is an integer�� Below TN but above Tt� magnetic satellite peaks �h h �� 
 � �

where � � � �� � �
�
� developed� The absence of any magnetic peaks of the form �� � l�


 � � indicates that the ordered moment direction is along the �c axis�

At �� K� below the second transition at Tt� as determined from the susceptibility

data� additional superlattice peaks associated with � � � ��
�

�
�
�� and � � � ��

�
�
�

�
�
� were

observed� A weak modulation� � �
� � �� � �

�
�� related to � � also developed� indicating

a squaring�up of the structure� No other modulations in this zone were found� Again�

the absence of � � and �
�
� magnetic satellites of �� � l� nuclear peaks implied that the

ordered moments associated with these modulations are aligned with the �c axis� How�



�

ever� there remains the possibility of a component of the ordered moments in the basal

plane associated with � � and � � modulations which is discussed below�

The integrated intensities ��order parameters�� of various magnetic Bragg peaks cor�

responding to �� � ���� �� �� � ���� � and �� � ���� � are shown in Fig� ��
 as a function

of temperature� For comparison the integrated intensity of the �� � 
� nuclear peak is

also shown which has no signi�cant variation as the temperature is changed� The inten�

sity of the � � satellite increases from zero at TN and shows a marked discontinuity in its

slope at Tt� Simultaneously� magnetic peaks corresponding to � � and � � appear at Tt�

These show very similar dependence on temperature� suggesting that they most likely

originate from the same features of the structure� The transition temperatures obtained

by modeling the magnetic order parameters by Brillouin type functions �BJ���j T �Tc j�

where Tc is transition temperature� see Fig� ��
� are TN � ����
��
 K and Tt � ���
���

K� respectively� in close agreement with those determined by susceptibility measure�

ments� The large enhancement of the integrated intensity of the � � satellite below Tt

should be noted�

Assuming a common origin for the symmetry inequivalent modulations � � and � �� as

suggested by the intensity measurements� the intensities of some satellites corresponding

to these wave vectors can be compared to infer the ordered moment direction associated

with them� It is found that the intensities of these noncollinear Bragg peaks fell o� as

I
 �
�
�
�
�� � I
 �

�
�
�
�
�
� � I
 �

�
�
�
�
�
� at a faster rate than the decrease that would be expected from

the change in the magnetic form factor of Tb��� This behavior� combined with the large

anisotropy in the susceptibility and the low temperature magnetization measurements�

suggests that the direction of ordered moments associated with these modulations in the

low temperature phase is also along the �c axis�

The temperature dependence of the weak � �
� satellite is shown in Fig� ���� It is seen

that the intensity of this satellite drops o� at a much faster rate with temperature and
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Figure ��
 Temperature dependence of various magnetic re�ections measured
by neutron di�raction �Eneutron � ��� meV� on a single crystal�
Data were collected on raising the temperature�






Figure ��� Temperature dependence of �� � ���� � and �� � 
���
�
� as measured

by neutron di�raction �Eneutron � ���	 meV� on a single crystal�
Both the scales correspond to the same arbitrary unit� Data were
collected on raising the temperature�

becomes negligibly small above Tt� At the lowest temperature of �� K� the ratio
I
��� �
 �

I
��� �
 �

� �
��
which compares favorably with

�
�
�

	�
expected for the ratio of the third�order and

the fundamental components of a perfect square wave�

The data can be summarized as follows� below Tt� there are three magnetic modula�

tion vectors� namely� � � � �� � �
�
�� � � � ��

�
�
�
�� and � � � ��

�
�
�

�
�
�� The weak modulation

�
�
� � �� � �

�
� is found to be the third harmonic of � �� For Tt � T � TN � however� there

is only one propagation vector� � �� Although � � and � � are not related by symmetry�

similarities in temperature dependence of their integrated intensities suggests a common

origin� In both the phases� the ordered moments are parallel to the �c axis�
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X�Ray Resonant Exchange Scattering

According to the neutron di�raction studies there is a discrepancy about the na�

ture of the long�range order just below TN � Whereas the current work just presented

found � � to be commensurate in agreement with Bour%ee�Vigneron�s ���� result� due to

low Q�resolution of neutron scattering techniques the possibility of incommensuration

as reported by Pinto and co�workers ���� needs to be checked since incommensurate

modulation was found in the other members of the series �see Table ����� The higher

Q�resolution available with x�ray resonant exchange scattering �XRES� techniques can

be utilized to determine � � more precisely� In addition� since XRES� unlike neutron

di�raction� is element selective� the moment direction associated with the Tb sublattice

can be determined independently ���� ��� In recent experiments this technique has been

successfully used to determine moment directions in the Gd� Nd and Sm members of

the RNi�B�C intermetallic compounds ���� ����

These studies were performed on the X

C beamline at the National Synchrotron

Light Source� This beamline utilizes a Ni�coated toroidal mirror to focus the x�ray

beam at the sample position and reject higher harmonics in the incident beam� The

incident energy was selected using a double�bounce Ge����� monochromator with an

energy resolution of approximately �� eV� The focused monochromatic beam at the

sample position had a spot size of approximately � mm � � mm� In this con�guration

the �ux was approximately ���� photons�sec at � KeV�

For the XRES experiment� a platelet of the TbNi�Ge� crystal� from the same batch as

that used for neutron di�raction measurements� was mechanically polished perpendicular

to the �c axis to eliminate surface contamination from the residual �ux and to increase the

re�ectivity� The sample was cut perpendicular to the �a axis to have the �nal shape of a

long narrow rectangular block with approximate dimensions of 	���������	 mm�� This

shape allowed Bragg peaks in the �h � l� zone to be conveniently studied� The narrow





pro�le also ensured that the sample was completely bathed in the incident beam at all

angles� The crystal was sealed inside a Be can �lled with He gas and cooled in a closed

cycle Heliplex� cryostat with a base temperature of ��� K� Integrated intensities were

measured using a liquid�nitrogen�cooled Ge solid state detector� The sample mosaic at

�� � �� was approximately ���	��

In order to use the resonant enhancement of the magnetic peaks� the primary beam

energy was tuned to the LIII absorption edge of Tb where resonant enhancement is

expected to be the largest ���� �
� ��� �
�� Above TN � only charge peaks consistent

with the body�centered tetragonal structure were observed� Below Tt� careful scans

along �� � �� direction revealed superlattice peaks corresponding to � � and �
�
� as was

found in neutron di�raction measurements� For Tt � T � TN � however� the �
�
� satellite

disappeared and � � was observed to shift toward �� � ���	�� �see Fig� ����a��� This

behavior is discussed in detail shortly�

Energy scans of the � � magnetic peaks were taken through the LIII absorption

edge to observe the resonant enhancement and to con�rm the magnetic nature of these

satellites� These scans of the �� � ��� �superscript ��� denotes a � � satellite� magnetic

satellite and the �� � � charge Bragg peak are shown in Fig� ���a� and �b�� respectively�

The in�ection point of the �uorescence yield �shown in Fig� ���c�� was used to de�ne

the absorption edge �ELIII �� A large resonant enhancement of the intensity �a factor of

� 		 relative to the intensity at 
	 eV below the edge� was seen a few eV above the edge�

which is the signature of electric dipole �E�� resonance involving electronic transitions�


p �
�
�	d� Similar resonant enhancement was also observed �a factor of � 
� in this case�

in the vicinity of the LII�edge� Due to the larger enhancement at the LIII�edge� however�

XRES measurements described below were taken at the resonant energy �dashed line at

Eres� in Fig� �� �a�� above this edge� Polarization analysis of magnetic scattering was

not performed�

Longitudinal scans of the �� � ���� magnetic satellite at selected temperatures are



	

Figure �� Energy scans through the LIII�edge of Tb at T � ��� K� �a� �� �
��� magnetic satellite peak� �b� �� � � charge Bragg peak� and
�c� �uorescence yields used to de�ne the absorption edge� Solid
line in �a� is a Lorentzian�squared �t used to obtain the resonant
energy�



�

Figure ��	 Longitudinal scans of the �� � ���� magnetic satellite peak at se�
lected temperatures� Note the shift of the peak position to higher
Q as the temperature is raised above Tt� Solid lines are �ts to
Lorentzian�squared line pro�les used to extract IMaxs� HWHMs
and peak positions� � r�l�u� � ���
 �A���
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Figure ��� Temperature dependence of the c lattice parameter as obtained
from the �� � �� charge Bragg re�ection in XRES measurements�
Also shown is the lattice parameter a obtained from �
 
 �� re�
�ection in neutron di�raction measurements on a single crystal�

shown in Fig� ��	� The most notable feature in these measurements is the shift of the

peak position to higher Q value as the temperature increases� suggesting a change in

the modulation vector� Since the lattice parameter c does not change appreciably with

temperature �see Fig� ���� this shift re�ects a change in � ��

The Bragg peak intensities �IMax�� widths �half�width at half�maximum� HWHM�

and the modulation vectors obtained as a function of temperature are shown in Fig� ����

The main result of the XRES measurements is the temperature dependence of the � �

� �� � �z� propagation vector �Fig� ����a��� Below Tt� it remains locked at �� � �
�
� as

was found in neutron measurement� However� above Tt it changes to �� � ���	�
����
��

within a temperature inteval of ��
	 K� The neutron di�raction measurements were

not able to resolve this steplike feature� In the temperature range Tt � T � TN � the

modulation vector � � remains nearly constant within the error bars making it di!cult

to say whether the structure is higher order commensurate or incommensurate�



�

As shown in Fig� ����b� and �c�� both IMax and HWHM show a discontinuity at the

second phase transition from which Tt is found to be ���
��
 K� It is surprising� however�

that the magnetic peak broadens� corresponding to a reduced correlation length� at the

transition to a commensurate phase� The measured longitudinal linewidth of the ��

� �� charge peak is 
������ r�l�u� and is indicated by the dotted�dashed line in Fig�

����c� for comparison� The rocking curve width of the �� � ��� satellite �not shown� was

found to be equal to the sample mosaic at �� � ��� both of which are independent of

temperature� One can compare the magnetic correlation lengths of the ordered phases

by assuming that they are given simply by the inverse of the peak width �HWHM� in

�A��� corrected for the instrumental resolution� Since the instrumental q�resolution was

not measured it was assumed to be the same as the charge peak linewidth� At ��� K�

in the commensurate phase� the magnetic correlation length is then ��� �A� whereas at

���	 K� in the higher�temperature phase� it is on the order of �
�� �A�

The integrated intensity �I� of the �� � ���� satellite peak is shown in Fig� ����d� as

a function of temperature� complementing similar measurements by neutron di�raction�

The N%eel temperature �TN�� determined by modeling the temperature dependence with

a Brillouin function �BJ���j T � TN j��� is ���� 
 ��
 K� As was true for the order

parameters measured by neutrons� there is a break in slope at Tt and the intensity is

signi�cantly enhanced at low temperature�

The direction of the ordered Tb moments were also determined by XRES from the

Q�dependence of the integrated intensities of a series of magnetic satellites� As was men�

tioned earlier� at the resonance� x�ray scattering probes primarily the element selected�

Thus� one can determine directly the moment direction of the Tb sublattice irrespective

of any induced moments at the Ni sites� Fig� ��� shows the Q�dependence measured

in three di�erent scattering geometries at ��� K along with model calculations� The

cross�section and the geometric factors have been given in the previous chapter� The

only adjustible parameter in the calculations is an arbitrary scale factor which is the
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Figure ��� Temperature dependence of �a� the modulation vector� � � � �� �
�z�� �b� Bragg peak intensity� IMax� �c� width� HWHM� and �d� the
order parameter� I� The horizontal dotted�dashed line in �c� shows
the position of the assumed instrumental q�resolution� Data were
collected on raising the temperature�
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Figure ��� Q�dependence of the integrated intensities of magnetic Bragg
peaks of the form �h � l�� at ��� K� Measured intensities are
shown in �lled circles� Solid line is for a model with Tb moments
k �c axis �� � ��� dotted�dashed line is for moments � �c axis
�� � ���� and the dashed line is for � � 
��� All the scattering
geometries are shown in Fig� 
�
�
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Figure ��� Q�dependence of the integrated intensities of magnetic Bragg
peaks of the form �� � l�� at �
 K�

same for all three geometries� As shown in Figs� ��� a model with the Tb moments in

the basal plane results in a Q�dependence manifestly in disagreement with the data�

while for moments along the �c axis the Q�dependence can be modeled quite well� Model

calculations with a tilt angle � � 
�� with respect to the �c axis are also shown� If

considered alone� symmetric geometry will give a large error in �� However� this model

does not agree well with the data in the � � � geometry� As � is made smaller the

agreement improves and all the dashed lines collapse on the solid lines� Thus� by using

all three geometries simultaneously it was possible to measure the moment direction

with 	� accuracy� Similar measurements in the symmeteric geometry were performed at

�
 K above Tt� The Q�dependence as displayed in Fig� ��� clearly shows that in this

phase too the moments are along the �c axis�

In summary� the principal �nding of the XRES experiment is the temperature de�

pendence of � �� which moves to � �� � ���	�� at Tt� and remains nearly constant above

this transition� This shows that the structure above Tt has a long period and may be



	


incommensurate� Below Tt� � � is locked at �� � �
�
�� Also� a surprising broadening of

the magnetic peak was also observed� corresponding to a reduced magnetic coherence

length� at the phase transition from the higher temperature phase to the commensurate

structure� In addition� this technique was used to con�rm the uniaxial ordering of the

Tb sublattice with the moments parallel to the �c axis in both the ordered phases in

agreement with the neutron di�raction measurements�

Measuring the Absolute Values of the Moments� Neutron Di�raction on

Powder Samples

With the propagation vectors and the moment direction known from neutron� XRES

and magnetization measurements on single�crystal samples� powder neutron di�raction

data were used to determine accurately the value of the ordered moments in order to

eliminate uncertainties from single�crystal samples related to crystal shape and extinc�

tion e�ects� The procedure used and the assumptions made for the powder pattern

calculations have been explained in the previous chapter�

Polycrystalline samples for neutron di�raction measurements were synthesized by

arc�melting the stoichiometric mixture of the respective elements in an argon atmosphere

and were subsequently annealed� The phase purity of the sample was veri�ed by an x�

ray powder di�raction pattern� The susceptibility measured on this powder showed

the N%eel transition at the expected temperature� ensuring that the magnetic ordering

was not destroyed by strain during the grinding process� although the transition at

Tt was not clearly discernible� Neutron di�raction measurements on this sample were

performed at the high�resolution neutron powder di�ractometer �HRNPD� located at

the HFBR� Neutrons with wavelength of ����	� �A were used� The sample was sealed

in a cylindrical vanadium container of diameter ��� cm and cooled inside a pumped He

cryostat� Di�raction patterns were collected at several temperatures over the angular

range ����		� in 

 with a step size of ���	� � The zero of 

 is de�ned within 
���	��



	�

The neutron di�raction patterns at three di�erent temperatures for a selected range

of angles are shown in Fig� ����� At 
� K� well above the transition temperature� only

nuclear Bragg peaks corresponding to the body�centered tetragonal crystal structure

were observed� Fig� �����a� shows a few such low�angle nuclear peaks� A conventional

unit cell was used to index these peaks with a � �� �A and c � ���� �A� consistent with

the lattice parameters determined from the single�crystal samples� In addition to sharp

peaks� magnetic di�use scattering is also seen in the low�angle region �see Appendix A��

The calculated pattern� based upon the published �

� structure for TbNi�Ge� and

the above lattice parameters� was found to be in very good agreement �see Appendix

B� with the observed intensities� con�rming the low�temperature structure to be of the

ThCr�Si� type� The scale factor thus found is used in the model calculations for the

magnetic peaks in order to put them on an absolute scale with the nuclear peaks�

Above Tt� but below TN � all of the magnetic peaks in the pattern �Fig� �����b�� can

be indexed using only � � � �� � ���	�� modulation �see the Table in Appendix C�� The

small peak at the position of �� � 
� is an artifact of the subtraction method� as are the

�negative� peaks� As expected� the � � satellites of �� � l� nuclear peaks are absent due

to the fact that the moment direction is parallel to the �c axis in both magnetic phases�

All of the superlattice peaks in the powder neutron di�raction pattern at  K can be

indexed �Fig� �����c� and column �h k l�c
 �mag in Appendix D� using the wave vectors

found in the measurements on single�crystal samples� This indicates that there are no

additional modulations in this phase�

Below Tt� a magnetic unit cell of the commensurate structure can be constructed by

doubling the chemical unit cell along the �� � �� direction� implied by � �� and stacking

four such groups of unit cells along the �� � �� direction� implied by � �� All magnetic

peaks can also be indexed with respect to this supercell� These indices are shown in the

second column of the Table in �column �h k l�m� in Appendix D�



	

Figure ���� Neutron di�raction patterns from polycrystalline TbNi�Ge� sam�
ple at �a�  K� �b� �
 K� and �c� 
� K� respectively� Di�raction
pattern at 
� K was subtracted from those at  K and �
 K in
order to identify the magnetic peaks� These are shown in �a� and
�b�� Indices of some of the weak peaks in �a� are not shown�



		

Figure ���� Temperature dependence of the integrated intensity of ������

magnetic peak measured by powder neutron di�raction�

The temperature dependence of ��
�

�
�
��� ��

�
�
�

�
�
�� �� � ���� and peaks of the form ��

� l�� was measured on the single�crystal sample� In Fig� ���� the integrated intensity

of the �� � ��� satellite peak� as measured on the powder sample� is plotted to obtain a

uni�ed picture� As was the case previously� the temperature dependence below TN can

also be modeled by a Brillouin function which yields a N%eel temperature of ����
��� K�

Although there is a large enhancement of the intensity below Tt� the break in slope at

this transition is less discernible than in the former cases�

The superlattice peak associated with � �� as observed at �� � ���
� �Fig� ����� �� �

��� �Fig� ��
� and �� � ��� �Fig� ������ respectively� has a marked discontinuity of the

slope at Tt and a large increase of the low temperature intensity relative to that above

this transition� These can be explained as consequences of the Tb moments acquiring

the full saturation value of ��� 	B below Tt from an AM phase above this temperature�

If the structure remained AM below Tt a smoothly varying order parameter would be

expected�
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Amplitude Modulated Phase �Tt � T � TN

In this model all the ordered moments in a given Tb plane �j� have the same magni�

tude and direction while they vary sinusoidally from plane to plane according to�

h�ji � 	s cos�
�� � � rj � ���c� �����

where � ��� � � z�$ 	s is the saturation moment ���� 	B� of Tb
��$ rj� the position of

the j�th Tb ion� is in units of lattice parameter c$ and � is an arbitrary phase factor�

For intensity calculations � � was approximated by �� � �
��
� and ��� was used� Zero

magnetic moment was assumed for the Ni atoms� The calculated intensities �ICal� for

this model agree quite well with the observed ones �IObs� �see the Table in Appendix C��

For comparison� some of the calculated intensities for an AM model with � ��� � �
�
�
�

which is the model proposed in a previous experiment ���� have also been listed �column

headed I
�� �


��� Although the agreement between this model and the powder pattern

is as good as in the long�period model�s case the modulation vector is not correct� as

known from the XRES measurements�

Equal Moment Commensurate Phase �T � Tt

The model for the low temperature ordered phase is shown in Fig� ���
� As in the

AM phase� zero magnetic moment was assumed for the Ni atoms� As can be seen�

while the ferromagnetic planes account for � � and �
�
�� the antiferromagnetic planes give

rise to � � and � � superlattice peaks� The calculated intensities �ICal� according to this

model agree very well with the observations �see Appendix D�� The value for the Tb

ordered moment was found to be ���
��
 	B� which is the expected saturation value of

the Hund�s rule ground state �	F�� of Tb
���

Next� the possibility of induced moment �� �
�
	B� at the Ni sites was considered� A

ferromagnetic coupling to the nearest Tb neighbor was assumed� In this scheme induced

moments can exist only on the Ni sites between planes such as #
 and #� in Fig�



	�

���
� At all other Ni planes the exchange �eld vanishes by symmetry� The calculated

intensities� however� were insensitive to the value of induced moment up to ��� 	B and

produced equally good ��ts�� Above this value they disagreed with the observed ones�

Thus� an upper bound of ��� 	B for an induced moment at the Ni site was obtained�

Discussion

The zero��eld magnetic structures of TbNi�Ge� have been determined using neutron

di�raction and XRES measurements� In the low�temperature �T � Tt� phase� prop�

agation vectors � ���� �
�
�
� �along with the third harmonic � �

���� �
�
�
��� � ���

�
�

�
�
��

and � ���
�
�

�
�

�
�
� were identi�ed by neutron di�raction on a single crystal� The subtle

change of the wave vector � � to �� � ���	�� at Tt which was not detected in the earlier

work ���� was resolved using the high Q�resolution of XRES� Above Tt� it was di!cult

to determine whether the structure was higher order commensurate or incommensurate�

According to the models proposed in this work� the phase transition at Tt is from an EM

commensurate phase �T � Tt� �Fig� ���
� to an AM long period AF structure �Tt � T �

TN �� From powder neutron di�raction measurements� the magnitude of the Tb ordered

moments in the EM phase was found to be ��� 
��
 	B� In the earlier work ���� the low

temperature phase was found to be AM� In both the phases the ordered moments of Tb

were found to be parallel to the �c axis� In addition� an upper bound of ��� 	B for any

induced moments at Ni sites has been found�

The low temperature EM phase is an antiphase domain structure consisting of

triplets of antiferromagnetically coupled ferromagnetic Tb planes �#��
 and #�� in

Fig� ���
� separated by planes ordered antiferromagnetically �#� and #��� The forma�

tion of triplets can be explained by a ferromagnetic coupling within the plane and two

dominant interplanar coupling constants� nearest�neighbor antiferromagnetic and next�

nearest�neighbor ferromagnetic interactions� Since the modulation vector is �� � �
�
� two

such neighboring triplets have opposite phase� Due to the antiferromagnetic coupling
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Figure ���
 The magnetic structure of TbNi�Ge� at  K� One magnetic unit
cell is shown� The dashed lines indicate a conventional unit cell�
���� represents the magnetic moment of a Tb atom �depicted by
solid circles� �up���down�� along the �c axis� Ni and Ge atoms are
not shown� Planes are numbered for reference�
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between the nearest�neighbor planes� the moments on planes such as #� and #� are

�frustrated�� which can lead to antiferromagnetic ordering in these planes� In the pure

AM phase above Tt this frustration is absent� Due to the presence of this �frustration� in

the EM phase it is conceivable that the magnetic structure could break up into smaller

domains compared to the domain sizes in the AM phase� This reduces the magnetic

coherence length below Tt and can give rise to the magnetic peak broadening as was

observed �Fig� ����c�� in XRES measurements�

Although the mechanism driving the lock�in transition at Tt is not clear� it is interest�

ing to consider a simple phenomenological model �rst introduced by Elliot ���� �see also

Kaplan ���� which seems to account for the observed magnetic behavior of TbNi�Ge��

In his mean �eld theory of an Ising model with a ferromagnetic in�plane coupling and

interactions only between nearest and next�nearest neighbor planes� he shows that an

AM structure is stable at �nite temperature below the highest ordering temperature

�TN �� This is because the free energy �F � U � TS� is lower due to higher entropy of

the sinusoidal arrangement relative to that of an EM phase� As the temperature is low�

ered the entropic term decreases� and the stable structure is that which minimizes the

internal energy� U � As a consequence� in this model� the modulated structure squares

up and possibly changes into an antiphase domain structure at a temperature slightly

above �
�
TN where the moment saturates ���� �	�� This general behavior is observed in

both TbNi�Ge� and TbNi�Si� where the AM to an EM phase transition takes place at

Tt���		TN and Tt����TN � respectively�

Finally� it is pointed out that since Tb�� is a non�Kramers ion it can have a singlet

ground state due to the CEF splitting of its degenerate J � � multiplet� On the other

hand� in order to form a large moment at low temperatures the presence of at least one

low�lying CEF level at an energy comparable to the exchange energy above the ground

state is also necessary ��
� ���� These two levels can mix to form a �compound� ground

�This is also to be expected on general grounds from Nernst�s theorem�
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state by the exchange interaction which varies in space according to the propagation

vector� Since in the case of TbNi�Ge� the moments saturate in the EM phase� the low�

lying CEF eigenstates must also have a large jJz � 
�i component where the axis of

quantization� �z� is along the direction ��c axis� of the ordered moments� Although CEF

levels for TbNi�Ge� are not known� for the isostructural TbNi�Si� the ground state is

a  �� singlet with a  �� singlet as the �rst excited state ����� This excited state is only

��� K above the ground state and together they form a �pseudo�doublet�� The measured

entropy above TN is R ln�
�� which is consistent with this ����� Other CEF levels are ��

K above the ground state� As was shown in Ref� ����� jJz � 
 �i predominates in both

the low�lying singlets� The overall CEF splitting relative to the free ion degenerate J�

multiplet is * � 
	� K which is comparable to � � K estimated from the susceptibility

data �
�� for TbNi�Ge�� Based on these similarities� a CEF level scheme such as that

in TbNi�Si� seems probable for TbNi�Ge�� Such CEF level scheme is likely to play an

important role in various metamagnetic phases at low temperature mentioned earlier�

One can then expect to �nd a series of intricate �eld�induced phases as the balance of

exchange and CEF is varied by the external �eld� A likely possibility is the magnetization

of the AF planes� One can also speculate that these AF �domain walls� will be rearranged

to give way to new periodicities as ferromagnetism is induced� Another possibility is the

emergence of an AM structure from the low temperature EM phase� as was reported

to occur in TbNi�Si� crystal �
��� The neutron di�raction studies of the metamagnetic

structures are presented in Chap� ��

DyNi�Ge�

Previous Investigations of Magnetic Structures

The magnetic properties of this material have been studied by various groups� The

ordering temperature of �� K reported by earlier groups ��� is considerably di�erent than
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those found by Andr%e and co�workers who have carried out a detailed study on polycrys�

talline DyNi�Ge� samples ���� They observed a paramagnetic to an antiferromagnetic

phase transition at TN � ��	 K in their susceptibility measurement� According to their

powder neutron di�raction measurements� this transition takes place at ��	 K� Using

neutron di�raction methods on a powder sample they found the ordered phase� at ��

K� to be an incommensurate AM structure with propagation vector �� � ������� Further�

they found that the ordered Dy moments form an angle of 
�� with the �c axis� As shown

below the transition temperatures and the propagation vectors are signi�cantly di�erent

in high�quality single crystals�

Susceptibility and Magnetization

The temperature dependence of the low �eld susceptibility with applied �eld parallel

�H k �c� and perpendicular �H � �c� to the �c axis was found to be anisotropic in the

paramagnetic phase� From cusps in the susceptibility two transitions were identi�ed� and

are indicated in Fig� �����a�� The paramagnetic�to�antiferromagnetic transition occurs

at TN � ��
 K� The second transition is at a lower temperature� Tt � ��
 K �	� 
��� This

is in contrast to a previous susceptibility measurement ��� where only one transition�

at TN � ��	 K� was observed� This may be a consequence of polycrystalline averaging

which often makes the lower transition less pronounced� as was found to happen in

GdNi�B�C �see Ref� ��	��� In this material a second transition at � K �TN�
� K� due

to the Gd spin reorientation was observed using XRES ����� Such subtle transitions are

particularly di!cult to detect in a polycrystalline sample�

The magnetization as a function of �eld applied along the �c axis at 
 K �Fig� �����b��

shows two metamagnetic transitions at �� kG and 
� kG� respectively� It is likely that

on further lowering of the temperature� these transitions would become sharper �similar

to data in Ref� ���� with the appearance of at least one more transition approximately

at � kG� which is barely discernible at this temperature� Also� since the moment does



�


not acquire the full saturation value of �� 	B up to 		 kG� it is conceivable that there

may be one or more metamagnetic transitions in higher �elds� When the �eld is in the

basal plane� however� the magnetization does not manifest any transitions�

This magnetic behavior is very similar to that of the isostructural DyNi�Si� com�

pound which has two magnetic phase transitions� at �� K and � K� respectively �
��


�� 
��� As in DyNi�Ge�� the anisotropy is not very strong� At ��	 K� there are four

metamagnetic transitions with �eld applied along the �c axis �
��� This behavior was

found to be qualitatively like that of TbNi�Si� �
	�� The zero��eld magnetic structures

in these two materials were found also to be quite similar �
�� 
���

Interestingly� the magnetic behavior of DyNi�Ge� is also qualitatively similar to that

of the neighboring member of the series� TbNi�Ge�� which exhibits two magnetic transi�

tions �
�� �� at TN � ���� K and Tt � ��� K� respectively� in zero �eld as was discussed

in the previous section� The magnetization measurements on this material at 
 K with

the �eld parallel to the �c axis shows a sequence of �ve metamagnetic transitions below 		

kG� Both the susceptibility and magnetization showed strong anisotropy with the �c axis

as the easy axis of magnetization� Neutron and XRES measurements showed indeed the

ordered moments are aligned with the �c axis� In the case of DyNi�Ge� the anisotropy

is not as strong as in TbNi�Ge�� This implies that there may be ordered component

of Dy moments in the basal plane� Also� as mentioned above� the metamagnetic phase

transitions in DyNi�Ge� may become sharper as the temperature is lowered below 
 K�

making this material another system for the study of metamagnetism�

Neutron Di�raction Measurements

The neutron scattering measurements on a single crystal of DyNi�Ge� were carried

out at the HM spectrometer of High Flux Beam Reactor �HFBR� at Brookhaven Na�

tional Laboratory� Neutrons with energies of ��� meV were used with collimator settings

of ����������none� Pyrolytic graphite �lters were used to eliminate second harmonic
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Figure ���� �a� Susceptibility and �b� magnetization of DyNi�Ge� single crys�
tal� The dashed vertical lines in �a� indicate the positions of the
transition temperatures� TN and Tt� respectively�



�

�	
�
� contamination of the beam� No special preparation of the sample was necessary�

The largest crystal of the same batch used for the magnetization measurements was

chosen� The sample was closely a square plate with dimensions of � mm�� mm���	

mm� weighing about ��� mg�

For the neutron di�raction measurements� a single crystal of DyNi�Ge� was aligned in

the �h h l� zone� At �� K� well above TN determined from the susceptibility data� scans

along various symmetry directions in this zone showed only nuclear peaks consistent

with the body�centered tetragonal crystal structure �i�e� h�k�l � 
n where n is an

integer� with lattice parameters a � ����
����� �A and c � �����
���� �A at this

temperature� No signi�cant variations of the lattice parameters with temperature were

observed� Below TN � magnetic satellite peaks corresponding to � � � �� � �
�
� developed�

The presence of weak magnetic satellites of �� � l� associated with � � indicated that

there is a small component of the ordered moments in the basal plane perpendicular to

the �c axis�

At ��	 K� below the second transition at Tt� additional superlattice peaks associated

with � � � ��
�

�
�
�� and � � � ��

�
�
�

�
�
� emerged �see Fig� ����a��� A third harmonic� � �

�

� �� � �
�
�� related to � � also developed� indicating a squaring up of the structure� No

other modulations in this zone were found� Again� the presence of relatively weak � �

satellites of �� � l� nuclear peaks implies a small component of the ordered moments in

the basal plane� The magnetic unit cell of this structure consists of �� chemical unit

cells� as implied by the simultaneous existence of � � and � ��

The integrated intensities of various magnetic Bragg peaks corresponding to �� �


��� �� �� � 
���
�
�� �� � 
��� � and �
 
 
��� � are shown in Fig� ���	 as a function of

temperature� The intensity of the � � satellite increases continuously from zero at TN

and has a small break at the lower phase transition at Tt� Below this temperature�

magnetic peaks corresponding to � � and � � appear� Both � � and � � show very similar

dependencies on temperature which suggests that these modulation vectors are related�



�	

Figure ��� Selected reciprocal lattice scans at ��	 K in the �h h l� zone show�
ing various magnetic peaks� �a� ��

�
�
�
l� scan� �b� �� � l� scan and

�c� �� � l� scan� The small peaks near 
�	 and ��� in �c� are from
a second grain in the sample� The � �

� satellites in the �� � l�
scan were too weak to be observed� Note that the intensities are
shown on logarithmic scales�
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The third harmonic becomes negligibly small above Tt indicating that the structure in

this phase is essentially sinusoidal� As Tt is approached from above� the structure starts

to square up giving rise to the harmonic�

The temperature dependence of these intensities can be modeled by Brillouin type

functions� BJ�j T �Tc j� where Tc is the transition temperature� shown by the solid lines

in Fig� ���	� In the case of � �� J �
�
�
was used� whereas for � � and � �� J �

�
�
was used�

The transition temperatures thus obtained are TN � ���
��� K and Tt � ���
��
 K� in

close agreement with those determined by susceptibility measurements� The fact that�

below Tt� the � � and � � order parameters can be modeled by BJ� �
�
suggests that the

CEF ground state is a magnetic doublet� This is possible since Dy�� is a Kramers ion�

The CEF split J � �
�
multiplet of Dy�� will always be at least doubly degenerate in

the absence of an external magnetic �eld� In the case of DyNi�Si� the magnetic entropy

reaches � R ln������ at �� K which suggests that the CEF level scheme contains at

least �ve doublets within 	� K �
��� Due to the isostructural relationship and similar

magnetic behavior with this compound a similar set of CEF levels in DyNi�Ge� seems

feasible� In the temperature region below Tt only the low�lying CEF levels are important

due to thermal depopulation of the higher excited levels� Since more CEF eigenstates

are likely to be involved above Tt� the temperature dependence of � � is di�erent than

those of � � and � � below Tt�

Also� in the case of the � � superlattice peak below Tt� there is a small enhancement of

the intensity above that expected from the Brillouin function behavior� This is due to the

Dy ions acquiring their full saturation value of �� 	B upon going through the transition

at Tt from an AM structure above this temperature� If the structure remained AM below

Tt then the break as shown in Fig� ���	 is not expected�

The magnetically ordered phases of DyNi�Ge� are very similar to those found in

the neighboring� isostructural� TbNi�Ge� compound ��� This material orders below

���� K �TN � in a longitudinal AM structure with propagation vector � � � �� � ���	��
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whereas below ��� K �Tt� the structure becomes EM commensurate with the same set

of modulation vectors �� �� �
�
�� � �� � �� as was found in DyNi�Ge� below ��
 K� The

transition from the AM to an EM structure in TbNi�Ge� was also evidenced by the

break and increase in intensity� of the � � satellite at Tt� Unlike the Tb compound� where

the ordered moments in both the phases are along the �c axis� there is a component of

Dy moment in the basal plane� consistent with the susceptibility and low temperature

magnetization measurements�

Magnetic Structures and Discussion

Based on these results� and the isostructural relationship to TbNi�Ge�� a magnetic

structure as shown in Fig� ���� for DyNi�Ge� below Tt � ��� K seems feasible� In this

EM phase all the Dy moments have their full saturation moment of �� 	B �consistent

with the Hund�s rule ground state� �H ��
�
� aligned at an angle � with respect to the �c axis�

This structure consists of antiferromagnetically coupled� ferromagnetically ordered� Dy

planes forming triplets �planes #��#
 and #	�#��� Since two such neighboring triplets

have opposite phases� the moments on planes #� and #� are �frustrated� which can lead

to antiferromagnetic ordering in these planes� This element of frustration can give rise

to magnetic peak broadening below Tt as was observed to occur with high resolution

XRES in TbNi�Ge� ��� Due to extinction� shape and absorption e�ects in the neutron

di�raction measurements on a single�crystal sample� a precise determination of the tilt

angle � at this temperature could not be carried out� However� a rough estimate is �

� ��� 
 ��� Neutron di�raction from powdered single grains sample is clearly needed

for a better determination of �� Due to the high neutron absorption cross�section of Dy

��a � �� barns� see Ref� �	���� however� a better technique in this case is XRES on a

single�crystal sample for the moment direction determination as has been done in the

GdNi�B�C� SmNi�B�C� NdNi�B�C and TbNi�Ge� compounds �see Refs� ���� ��� ���

The magnetic structure above Tt but below TN is an AM structure described by a
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Figure ���	 Temperature dependence of various magnetic re�ections mea�
sured by neutron di�raction �Eneutron � ��� meV� on a single
crystal� The arrow shows the break in the � � order parameter�
The intensities of � �

� was multiplied by �� and those of � � and
� � satellites were multiplied by 	� Data were collected on raising
the temperature� The vertical dashed lines locate the positions
of the transition temperatures� TN and Tt� respectively�
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single propagation vector� � �� with no antiferromagnetic planes� The ordered moments

are at an angle � from the �c axis� It is not clear if this � is di�erent than that in the EM

phase� The ordering scheme in DyNi�Ge� just described is like that in DyNi�Si�� �
�� 
��

The magnetic structure of DyNi�Si� below TN�� K but above Tt���� K is sinusoidally

AM� Below Tt� the structure becomes EM commensurate� It is surprising� however� un�

like the magnetic structures in DyNi�Ge�� the ordered moments in DyNi�Si� are aligned

with the �c axis in both the phases� although the magneto�crystalline anisotropies in both

the materials are comparable� On the other hand� TbNi�Ge� and TbNi�Si� are strongly

anisotropic with the ordered Tb moments strictly aligned with the �c axis �� 
���

The magnetic orderings in the three compounds TbNi�Ge�� TbNi�Si� and DyNi�Si��

respectively� have two features in common� Below the respective ordering temperature�

TN � they all order in a long period AM structure� On further reducing the temperature

the AM structure locks�into the lattice� becoming EM commensurate at a lower transi�

tion temperature� Tt� Due to the similar magnetic behavior of DyNi�Ge�� in particular

with that found in TbNi�Ge�� one expects the modulation vector below TN to be slightly

di�erent from �� � �
�
�� found in the present neutron di�raction study� which implies a

longer period of modulation� as is the case in the other materials above Tt but below

TN � The high resolution available to XRES measurements should be utilized in order to

determine � � more precisely�

Next� it should be noted that due to the four�fold symmetry of the tetragonal basal

plane the possibility of a conical antiferromagnetic structure can not be ruled out� If�

however� there is an in�plane easy direction of magnetization then all the ordered mo�

ments within a magnetic domain can be con�ned to a single plane formed by the easy

in�plane direction and the �c axis� such as the model proposed in Fig� ����� One way to

search for in�plane anisotropy is to measure the angular dependence of dc magnetization

�see Ref� ����� within the basal plane� Similarly� one can try to determine � in the para�

magnetic phase if the anisotropy is solely due to CEF e�ects� Such measurements to
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look for any such in�plane easy direction as well as to determine � are left for the future�

In addition� the di�erence between a collinear EM structure and a spiral one can also

be determined with x�rays as well� using circularly polarized light �see Ref� ������ Also�

M'ossbauer spectroscopic measurements can be useful� Recently� this technique was em�

ployed ���� to distinguish between transverse sine�modulated and spiral�like structures

that were proposed for the GdNi�B�C by the XRES investigations �����

Finally� the N%eel transition temperature determined from the current neutron di�rac�

tion measurements is in agreement with that from the susceptibility measurements on

single crystals and also with the one found in the earlier neutron work on a polycrys�

talline sample ���� However� the results are inconsistent with the value of � � � �� �

������ found by the previous workers ���� The � � and � � satellites were not detected

in the earlier work on a powder sample because they are very weak and Dy has a very

large absorption cross�section �see above�� However� the large discrepancy of � � cannot

be explained so easily� Although strains induced by the grinding process can change the

modulation� it is surprising that this could happen without signi�cantly a�ecting TN �

An independent measurement using XRES can help resolve this discrepancy�

Summary

Both TbNi�Ge� and DyNi�Ge� have an AM structure below TN with propagation

vectors� � �� �� � ����	�� and �� � ����	�� respectively� The phase below Tt in both

the compounds is an EM commensurate structure� This EM phase is described by a

set of three modulation vectors� namely� � ���� � �
�
�� along with its third harmonic�

�
�
���� �

�
�
�� � ���

�
�

�
�
�� and � ���

�
�

�
�

�
�
�� The � � and � � modulations are due to the

antiferromagnetically ordered planes present in the structure which may be the result

of �exchange frustrations� built into the EM structure� In both the phases the ordered

moments in TbNi�Ge� are aligned with the �c axis� In DyNi�Ge�� on the other hand�
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Figure ���� The magnetic unit cell of DyNi�Ge� crystal below Tt � ��� K�
The � ��� represents the magnetic moment of Dy atoms �solid
circles�� Ni and Ge atoms have been omitted� The planes are
numbered for reference�
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the moments are canted away from the �c axis due to in�plane ordered component� At

��	 K� this canting angle ��� is estimated to be � ���� It is possible that � in the AM

phase is slightly di�erent from this value due to thermal population of the higher CEF

levels� The rotation of the ordered moments away from the �c axis is consistent with the

weaker anisotropy in DyNi�Ge� observed in the paramagnetic phase compared to that

of the uniaxial TbNi�Ge��



��


 BAND STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF R�Ni�Ge�

Rare earth intermetallics with the tetragonal ThCr�Si� structure have been the sub�

ject of intensive study for several decades because of their intricate magnetic structures

and various correlated electron phenomena ���� The complex crystal structure and multi�

atom composition of these materials relative to the elemental rare earth metals allow

for more involved band structures and magnetic interactions� While the experimen�

tal studies of their magnetism have focused on determination of the ordered states� a

quantitative theoretical understanding of their magnetic phase transition is lacking� In

this chapter a computational study of the band structure and magnetic interactions

responsible for long�range order in the RNi�Ge� compounds is initiated�

Di�raction studies on TbNi�Ge� and DyNi�Ge� presented in the previous chapter

showed that at the onset of magnetic ordering at TN the modulation vector in both the

systems is of the form �� � qz�� Earlier neutron di�raction studies� reviewed in the �rst

chapter� on other members of this series such as Nd� Ho� Er and Tm� also observed the

propagation vectors to be of the same form as above with qz in the range of ���	�����

�see Table ����� Recently� XRES studies of PrNi�Ge� and SmNi�Ge� also revealed their

magnetic wavevector to be �� � ������ and �� � ������� respectively �see Appendix E��

As was already discussed� in these metallic systems with low ordering temperatures ��

�� K� R atoms are well separated from each other �� �A� so that direct overlap of two

neighboring f shells is negligible� The interactions among these moment bearing atoms

responsible for the magnetic ordering are believed to be of the RKKY indirect exchange

type� This interaction is determined by the electronic band structure and Fermi surface
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topology� In the case of elemental rare earths it is well established that nesting of the

Fermi surface is responsible for their magnetic ordering� These observations suggest�

by analogy� the hypothesis that Fermi surface nesting with q
nest

� �� � qz� may also

be responsible for magnetic ordering in RNi�Ge� compounds� In this chapter band

structure analysis of the RKKY interaction is undertaken to investigate the hypothesis

of nesting pertaining to magnetic ordering in the trivalent R members of this family of

isostructural compounds�

RKKY Exchange Interaction and Generalized Susceptibility

In the simplest form of the RKKY theory the indirect exchange interaction between

two well�separated rare earth ions takes place via the spin polarization of the conduction

band electrons� The total exchange energy due to such pair�interactions of a set of N

localized rare earth moments when their total angular momentum �J� is a good quantum

number may be written as ����

H
RKKY

� �
X
m�n

�X
q

J�q�eiq�
Rm�Rn�

�
Jm � Jn� ����

where

J�q� �



N
�g

J
� ��� jI�q�j� ���q�� ��
�

Here q � k� � k is the wave vector di�erence between incident and scattered conduction

electrons� I�q� is the generalized exchange integral which is assumed to be a well�

behaved� smoothly varying function only of q� The expression for the q�dependent bare

static susceptibility for a noninteracting electron gas� is given by

�
�
�q� �

�

N

X
n�n��k

f��n�k���� f��n��k�q�G��

�n��k�q�G � �n�k
� ����

where f��� is the Fermi�Dirac occupation factor� ��s are the electronic energies� n and n�

are the band indices and G is a reciprocal lattice vector needed to reduce k� q� When
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H
RKKY

is the dominant term to the free energy the stable magnetic structure is the

one that minimizes this energy� By explicit consideration of a general helical structure�

Nagamiya has shown ���� that the minimum of the exchange energy occurs at a single

q where J�q� is the maximum� Within the above approximations this happens at a q

where ���q� is a maximum �see Eqns� �� and ��� assuming the variation of I�q� to be

small� The q that maximizes ���q� also determines the modulation vector at the onset

of magnetic ordering�

At this point some comments about the exchange integral� I�q�� are in order� In

general� this integral should be written as In�n��k�k
�� where n and n� are the band

indices� In Eqn� �
 the variation of the exchange integral due to interband and intraband

transitions has been ignored� allowing it to be factored out from the ���q� summation

in Eqn� ��� For the case of localized f electrons the In�n��q� approximation was found

by Watson and Freeman ���� �
� to have some justi�cation for the case of elemental

Gd when the conduction electrons were described by simple orthogonalized plane waves

�OPW� which are appropriate for a free�electron metal� This approximation leads to the

intuitively appealing expectation that In�n��q� should be a deceasing function of q which

can be seen as follows� Since the exchange is determined by the overlap of the conduction

electron with the f electrons� a large q implies a rapid oscillation cancellation of this

overlap� diminishing the exchange integral� This form of q�dependence for the matrix

elements has been used by Evenson and Liu in their theory of magnetic ordering in

heavy rare earth metals ����� However� this is undoubtedly an oversimpli�ed picture�

since augmented plane wave �APW� band structure calculations clearly showed that rare

earth bands can not be approximated by those of free�electron metals ����� Indeed� by

explicitly determining the conduction electron wave function using the APW method�

Harmon and Freeman ��� have made realistic calculations of the indirect exchange

�Note that collinear or longitudinal spin waves� �at spirals and conical antiferromagnet� all are
special cases of this structure�
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matrix elements for Gd metal which to date are the only such rigorous computations

available� Their calculations revealed that� due to band crossing� the character of the

wave function� changes rapidly� So� any analytical arguments for In�n��k�k
�� based on

simpli�ed band structure and wave function such as those used in earlier work cited

above� do not have general validity� Therefore� the exchange matrix elements can not be

well described as slowly varying functions of q� This work also showed the magnitude

of the matrix elements to be largest for Bloch states with large 	d character ��� �	��

However� due to the complex band structure of a real material� one may expect the

characteristics of the indirect exchange between two R ions to be determined primarily

by the complicated energy dependence of the denominator in Eqn� ��� This assumption

underlies the theory of magnetic phase transitions of rare earths which has been success�

ful in correlating Fermi surface nesting to magnetic ordering in these metals� The reason

is that Fermi surface topology has dramatic e�ects on the range of indirect exchange

interaction between a pair of R atoms in real space as shown by L� Roth and co�workers

����� Without recourse to the q�approximation for In�n��k�k
�� they found that for a

general nonspherical Fermi surface the range of the exchange interaction falls o� as �
r�

where r is the distance between two atoms� In the special case of the spherical Fermi

surface they rederived the RKKY expression ����� ���q� for this case is the classical

Lindhard response function� However� for a cylindrical region with diameter 
kf � where

kf is the Fermi wavevector and an axis perpendicular to r� where r is the separation

vector between two R atoms� the exchange interaction between the two falls o� as �
r�

����� The corresponding ���q� remains �at for q � 
kf and rapidly drops o� when q �


kf with a cusp at 
kf � Finally� in the case of �at regions separated by 
kf � which is

known as nesting� or webbing� perpendicular to r this decay is only �
r
����� Such a large

increase in the range of the exchange can be critical in cooperative phenomena such

as a magnetic phase transition in metallic systems� Contributions to ���q� from these

regions exhibit a logarithmic divergence at q � 
kf � Therefore� one can indeed expect
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nesting to play the key role in driving phase transitions as was originally proposed by

Lomer ���� to explain the AF transition of Cr�

The computational procedure for correlating nesting to magnetic ordering then con�

sists of three steps� First� the real band structure for a given material is calculated�

Secondly� using these bands ���q� is computed for q along the direction of interest�

which is typically a high symmetry direction of the Brillouin zone� and the q
peak

at the

maximum is obtained� Finally� the regions of Fermi surface that nest with q
nest

�q
peak

are found which determine the maximum of ���q��

Band Structure and �
�
�q� Calculations for LuNi�Ge�

The goal of this section is to calculate ���q� for LuNi�Ge� and look for the maximum�

Although nonmagnetic� this calculation is an important �rst step� The peak in ���q� is

expected to be close to the observed ordering vectors� Since Lu has a �lled f shell� the

f electrons can be treated conveniently and accurately as part of the core� It can be

expected that if the un�lled f shells are treated as core electrons their paramagnetic

bands will be similar to those of LuNi�Ge�� Ab initio local density approximation �LDA�

electronic bands were calculated using the tight�binding linear�mu!n�tin�orbital �TB�

LMTO� method developed by the group of O� K� Andersen ����� The atomic sphere

approximation �ASA� with combined corrections was utilized� The scalar relativistic

Schr'odinger equation was solved� The von Barth�Hedin local potential was used to

include exchange and correlation e�ects� The experimental structural constants at room

temperature �

� were used for the calculations� Figure �� shows the electronic bands

calculated along various symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone �BZ��

Not all the bands are necessary for the ���q� calculations� however� For example�

�at bands close to the Fermi surface yield a q�independent contribution to ���q� unless

they cross the Fermi surface� Bands far in energy from the Fermi level yield small
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Figure �� LDA paramagnetic electronic TB�LMTO�ASA band structure of
LuNi�Ge�� The horizontal dashed line indicates Ef � The COG of
each partial wave was held at Ef during the band calculation in
the �nal iteration� That of Lu�	f was held at its SFC value� The
two bands referred to as A and B lie right below Ef at  � The
two bands crossing Ef along the  N line are also A and B� At
Z these two bands are located right above Ef � Notice that there
are signi�cant number of band crossings� EKAP is related to the
mu!n�tin�zero�
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contributions due to the large energy denominators� Thus� only the bands that cross

the Fermi surface need to be considered ����� For the ���q� calculations four such

bands were included� In order to get accurate bands close to the Fermi level �Ef�

and an accurate description of the Fermi surface the center�of�gravity �COG� of each

partial wave� was held �xed at Ef � This was done after the full self�consistent �SC�

calculations to obtain the best potential were made� using a mesh of ������� along

the three primitive reciprocal lattice vectors� respectively� Then one �nal iteration was

performed to calculate the band structure with a high density of k�points� For the ���q�

calculations� the analytical linear tetrahedron method� developed by Rath and Freeman

����� was used� ���q� at T �� K was calculated for q along �� � �� � Z line� since all the

ordering vectors cited above lie along this line� The irreducible section � �
��
th of the BZ�

was divided into �	� small tetrahedra for the summation in Eqn� ��� The calculated

susceptibility is shown in Fig� �
� It is gratifying to �nd a maximum at �� � ������ close

to the observed ordering vectors� Although all four bands that cross Ef were included�

the peak in ���q� was determined by the dominant interband contributions �see Fig�

	��� from two bands� hereafter referred to as A and B� At any k�point A and B refer to

the �	th and ��th bands� respectively� where the valence band with the lowest energy

is considered to be the �st band� The interband �A�B� nesting responsible for the

maximum is similar to those shown in Fig� 	���

The results presented above strongly support the connection of nesting to magnetic

ordering in RNi�Ge�� Similar calculations ��� for LuNi�B�C also suggested nesting to be

responsible for magnetic ordering in RNi�B�C compounds� Although such suggestions

have qualitative theoretical basis as presented above� they do not establish any direct

correlation� In all the RNi�Ge� compounds cited at the beginning of this chapter the R

ions are trivalent with di�erent anisotropic f moments but the same band �lling� In

order to establish a direct correlation between Fermi surface nesting and the magnetic

�Lu��f COG was kept at its SC value which is much higher in energy�
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Figure �
 The generalized interband �A�B� susceptibility of LuNi�Ge��
Note the maximum at ���� with �	" enhancement relative to
������ ���q� was calculated across two zones to show the period�
icity� The vertical dotted�dashed line is the zone boundary at Z�
�� � ���

ordering observed� one needs to change manifestly the band �lling and keep the same

moment in isostructural systems� Since band �lling alters the Fermi surface topology�

nesting is also changed� So� if nesting features are truly responsible for magnetic order�

ing� such changes in band �lling should also transform the magnetic structures� which

can be dramatic� EuNi�Ge� and GdNi�Ge� are precisely such systems providing the op�

portunity to further explore� both experimentally and computationally� the conjecture

of nesting and the e�ects of band �lling on magnetic structure�
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� THE EFFECTS OF BAND FILLING ON MAGNETIC

STRUCTURE	 THE CASE OF GdNi�Ge� AND EuNi�Ge�

In the previous chapter band structure analysis of the R��Ni�Ge� compounds pro�

vided strong support for the hypothesis of Fermi surface nesting as the driving mecha�

nism of the magnetic phase transition in these materials and suggested that band �lling

may have signi�cant e�ect on the ordered ground state� This chapter is focused on two

particularly interesting members� GdNi�Ge� and EuNi�Ge�� of this series in order to

further investigate the nesting hypothesis for the N%eel transition and to study the e�ects

of band �lling on magnetic structures of these intermetallics�

From the susceptibility �see Ref� �
�� and below� and M'ossbauer spectroscopic ����

measurements� Gd and Eu in these compounds are known to be trivalent and divalent�

respectively� in ambient pressure� This means that the orbital angular momentum in

both of them is zero due to their half��lled f shells� The Hund�s rule ground state is

�S 	
�
which gives an isotropic magnetic moment una�ected by the CEF� So� their mag�

netic long�range order and concomitant anisotropy are determined solely by the RKKY

interaction� H
RKKY

� This isotropic bilinear exchange interaction� H
RKKY

� discussed in the

earlier chapters is strictly valid for the isotropic systems like Gd�� and Eu�� compounds

����� In the case of rare earths with orbital angular momentum in their ground state� such

as Tb and Dy studied earlier� two further approximations� that the conduction electron

wave functions have spherical �s�type� symmetry and its wavelength is large compared

with the size of the f shell� must be made ����� Although the second approximation
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has some justi�cation� since the size of the f shell is ��� �A� the validity of the �rst

assumption is dubious� since the conduction electron wave functions can have consider�

able angular dependence due to their large 	d character ��� �	�� Since such restrictions

do not apply to the Gd and Eu systems one can expect to make systematic changes in

the RKKY interactions by band �lling without nullifying the validity of the isotropic

bilinear form of H
RKKY

� Therefore� they provide a good opportunity to study the e�ects

of band �lling on magnetic ground states in a complex crystal structure such as that

of RNi�Ge� intermetallic compounds which allow for complicated electronic structure

involving crossings of multiple bands with di�erent orbital character�

According to the hypothesis of nesting� an incommensurate ordering wave vector�

such as those found in the other trivalent members of the series� in GdNi�Ge�� can be

expected� However� due to the divalency of Eu in EuNi�Ge�� its magnetic ordering�

in particular the modulation vector� is expected to be signi�cantly di�erent� From

the experimental point of view it is advantageous to solve these magnetic structures

by employing the XRES technique� since naturally abundant isotopes of Eu and Gd

having large neutron absorption cross�sections render theses compounds neutron opaque�

This problem is compounded by the rather small sizes of the available single crystals

making conventional neutron di�raction methods rather di!cult� Theoretically� on the

other hand� it is possible to correlate the di�erences between the ordered states to the

underlying electronic structures using band structure and ���q� calculations�

Susceptibility and Magnetization

The temperature dependence of the low��eld susceptibilities ���T �� with the applied

�eld parallel ��
k
� and perpendicular ��

�
� to the �c axis in both the materials were found

to be nearly isotropic above TN in the paramagnetic phases� The e�ective magnetic

moments of Gd and Eu� extracted from Curie�Weiss �ts to high temperatures suscepti�
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bility� are ���� 	B and ��� 	B� respectively� in agreement with theoretical expectations�

This indicates that Gd is trivalent in this material� while Eu is divalent� From cusps

in the susceptibility two transitions were identi�ed which are indicated in Fig� 	���a�

and �c�� In GdNi�Ge� the paramagnetic�to�AF phase transition occurs at 
��� K �TN�

while a second transition occurs at a lower temperature of ���� K �Tt�� In the case of

EuNi�Ge�� TN and Tt are ���� K and ��� K� respectively� Note that TN for EuNi�Ge�

is surprisingly higher ������"� than that of GdNi�Ge� which is in direct contrast to

the expectation of a lower TN in EuNi�Ge� due to weaker f �	d exchange interaction

in atomic Eu compared to that in Gd ����� The transition temperatures above are at

variance with the results of earlier works ���� on polycrystalline samples where only the

N%eel transitions were observed� This may be due to polycrystalline averaging which

often makes the lower transitions less pronounced� as was found to occur in GdNi�B�C

��	�� Also� in the case of the Gd compound the reported ���� TN of 

 K disagrees

signi�cantly with the present results� In the Gd compound� �
�
has an upturn and a

maximum at T �
t����	 K� occuring between TN and Tt� �k

� however� does not show such

behavior� In�plane resistivity measurements showed only the transitions at TN and Tt

�
���

In the Eu compound� below TN � �k
continues to increase and �

�
decreases� The low

temperature magnetization with �eld along the �c axis increases linearly� These behaviors

are similar to those of a �canonical� simple AF material and suggest that the ordered

moments in EuNi�Ge� are in the basal plane� For GdNi�Ge�� on the other hand� similar

behavior is observed only below Tt and above this transition the susceptibilities ��k
and

�
�
� are of the same magnitude� These observations are consistent with the development

of an ordered component of the moments along the �c axis above Tt while below this

transition� the moments are locked into the plane as in EuNi�Ge�� This is the �rst set

of experimental observations of signi�cant qualitative di�erences between the ordered

states below TN � The magnetization measurements with the �eld applied in the plane
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Figure 	�� Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility ��a�� �c�� and
the low temperature magnetization ��b�� �d�� measurements of
EuNi�Ge� and GdNi�Ge� compounds�



�	

show one metamagnetic transition� de�ned at the breaks� in both the materials as shown

in Fig� 	�� �b� and �d��

Magnetic Ordering in GdNi�Ge� and EuNi�Ge� Compounds

In order to determine the microscopic magnetic structures of GdNi�Ge� and EuNi�Ge�

XRES studies were performed� GdNi�Ge� was studied on the C� station beamline at the

Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source �CHESS�� The incident beam was monochrom�

atized using a double�bounce Si����� monochromator with the second crystal performing

sagittal focusing� No mirror was utilized� The approximate beam dimension in the ver�

tical direction was � mm� No polarization analysis of the scattered beam was performed

in these experiments� The XRES studies of EuNi�Ge� were performed on the X

C

beamline at the NSLS as described before� Closed cycle displex and Heliplex� cryostats

�with base temperature of �� K and ��� K� respectively� were used to cool the GdNi�Ge�

and the EuNi�Ge� samples� respectively� Integrated intensities were measured using a

liquid�nitrogen�cooled Ge solid state detector� The sample mosaic at �� � �� was ap�

proximately ���	� for both samples�

The samples for the XRES studies were mounted with the �h h l� zone in the scattering

plane� This was chosen to look for modulations such as ��
�

�
�
�� and ��

�
�
�

�
�
�� as were

observed in the Tb and Dy compounds described above� The primary beam energy was

tuned to the respective LII edges of Eu and Gd in order to use the resonant enhancement

which is expected to be larger at the LII edge than that at the LIII edge as was mentioned

earlier�

Fermi Surface Nesting and Magnetic Ordering

In GdNi�Ge�� well above TN determined from the susceptibility measurements� only

charge peaks consistent with the body�centered tetragonal lattice �h� k� l � 
n where



��

n is an integer� were observed� At �� K� careful scans along �c� revealed magnetic

satellites corresponding to q
Gd

� �� � ����	� �see Fig� 	�
�� In Fig� 	�� the energy

scans of the �� � ��� magnetic superlattice peak through the Gd LII and LIII edges

are shown� In both the cases strong resonant enhancements take place above 
�� eV

above the absorption edges� de�ned at the in�ection point of the respective �uorescence

curves �see Fig� 	���� consistent with its magnetic origin� This indicates the dipolar �E��

nature of the transitions involved in the resonances� Although it is di!cult to determine

the true resonant enhancement� one can estimate it by comparing the peak intensity at

the resonance to that at 
� eV �the widths of the resonances are � � eV� below the

resonance� This allowed for an estimation of the enhancement factor which is ��� at

the LII�edge and �
� at the LIII�edge� respectively� All subsequent measurements were

carried out at the LII�edge�

Figure 	�
 The temperature dependence of the magnetic modulation vector�
q
Gd
� �� � qz�� observed at �� � ��

�� The dashed line locates TN
as determined from the integrated intensity measurements �see
below��

The temperature dependence of q
Gd

showed continuous variation with increasing

temperature� reaching a value of �� � ������ just below TN � indicating the incommensu�

rate nature of the ordered state �see Fig� 	�
�� Within the experimental uncertainties no



��

Figure 	�� Energy scans of �� � ��� magnetic satellite through the Gd �a�
LII and �c� LIII edges� The �uorescence yields for both the edges
are shown in the bottom panels� �b� and �d�� as energy references�
The dashed lines show the position of the respective absorption
edges�

discontinuity or locking�in to some commensurate value below TN � particularly in the

region where in�plane susceptibility shows an upturn and a maximum� was found� In ad�

dition� the longitudinal width of the magnetic peaks� which is inversely proportional to

the magnetic correlation length� was found to be practically temperature independent�

In order to trace the origin of q
Gd

to Fermi surface nesting ���q� was calculated�

The band structure was calculated using the same method used for LuNi�Ge�� treating

the f electrons as part of the core� This is consistent with the observed e�ective

moments �see above� as well as x�ray photoemission measurements which found the f

level to be ���� mRyd below the Fermi level �Ef � in GdNi�Ge� ��
�� The experimental

lattice constants at room temperature �

� were used in these calculations� A �ner mesh�



��

compared to that used for LuNi�Ge�� with 
�
��
 divisions along the three primitive

reciprocal lattice vectors� respectively� was used in the SCF calculations� The band

structure for GdNi�Ge� as shown in Fig� 	� was found to be qualitatively similar to

that of LuNi�Ge�� As before� ���q� for q��� � qz� was calculated at � K using the

analytical linear tetrahedron method �����

The �
�
�q� calculations for GdNi�Ge� were carried out including the two bands� re�

ferred to as A and B earlier� which cross Ef � since they were found to be the dominant

contributors in the case of LuNi�Ge�� Figure 	�	�a� shows the calculated interband

�A�B� �AB
�
�q� ��lled circles� for GdNi�Ge�� There is a sharp peak at ����� very close to

the ordering vector� with an enhancement of 	�" relative to �AB
�
�q��� which is a mea�

sure of strength of the peak� The maximum is determined by the dominant interband

�A�B� contribution to ���q� as shown in Fig� 	��� It is interesting to recall that such

interband nesting also played the critical role of determining the modulation vector of

the spin density wave in Cr ���� ���� The nesting vector� qnest � �� � ������ is indicated

in Fig� 	�� by the arrows� The �
�
�q� calculations shown here were performed with the

Fermi energy shifted upward by � mRyd �to E �
f �� This changed the peak position in

���q� from ���� �as was observed for LuNi�Ge�� to ����� Such a shift is not unreasonable

for band calculations using the ASA� when four bands with di�erent orbital character

cross Ef � Also� it should be pointed out that in the ASA the nonshperical components

of the potential are neglected� So� the accuracy of the one�electron energies obtained

with the ASA is ��" of the appropriate bandwidth� This corresponds to approximately

�� mRyd� �	 mRyd� and 	 mRyd for transition metal s� p� and d bands� respectively

�����

In order to show that this peak is robust the ���q� calculations were repeated� in�

cluding two more bands� one below and one above band pair A and B� According to

these calculations the peak at ���� is the global maximum� This is illustrated in Fig� 	��

which displays the interband and intraband contributions to the total �
�
�q� separately�
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Figure 	� The electronic band structures of �a� GdNi�Ge� and �b� GdNi�Ge�
with EuNi�Ge� lattice parameters� respectively
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Figure 	�	 Interband generalized electronic susceptibility� �AB
�
�q�� See text

for details�



��

All the interband contributions except those of A and B add up to a q�independent large

�background�� By far the largest individual strongly q�dependent contribution comes

from the interband A�B transitions �second panel from the top in Fig� 	���� which

determines the global maximum of the total susceptibility to be at ����� as shown in the

top panel� The total intraband susceptibility �intra
�

�q  �� reached ����" of �
�
N�E �

f �

where N�E �
f � is the density�of�states �DOS� at E

�
f �Fig� 	���� This is a measure of the

precision of the tetrahedron integration scheme� a considerable improvement from the

case of elemental rare earths� where agreement was in the range of �����" ���� using a

scheme with poor numerical accuracy�

Due to the sensitivity of the nesting features to Fermi surface topology� a small shift

of the calculated Ef directly a�ects qnest� In the elemental rare earths Ef depends on the

	d occupancy� which changes with the ionic core volume across the series� This d�band

occupancy is responsible for the sequence of crystal structures observed across the rare

earth series ��	�� This suggests that small variations of Ef across the RNi�Ge� series

may also be responsible for the range of qz observed� Indeed� essentially the entire range

of observed qz exists within 

�	 mRyd of E
�
f and it may be concluded that magnetic

ordering in RNi�Ge� with trivalent R elements is also driven by Fermi surface nesting�

It should� however� be mentioned that exchange matrix elements ��� ��� ��� �� ignored

in present calculations and �nite temperature ���� can also a�ect both position and the

magnitude of the maximum in ���q��

Although the calculations� so far� are consistent with the experimental �ndings� to

directly observe a correlation between nesting and magnetic ordering the band �lling

must be changed� Computationally this can be accomplished simply via lowering E �
f

by 

 mRyd� corresponding to the removal of exactly �one� electron from GdNi�Ge�

according to its DOS �see Fig� 	��� in order to simulate EuNi�Ge�� and calculating

���q�� The theoretical results can then be tested by XRES investigations on EuNi�Ge�

which is an experimental manifestation of this computational construct� Figure 	�	�a�



�


Figure 	�� Total �top panel�� interband �A�B� �AB
�
�q��� interband �remain�

ing pairs� and intraband ��Intra
�

�q�� bottom panel� generalized
electronic susceptibility for GdNi�Ge�� respectively� Notice that
the dominant q�dependent contribution comes from �AB

�
�q� which

determines the global maximum of the total ���q��
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Figure 	�� Interband �A�B� nesting in GdNi�Ge� and EuNi�Ge�� A and B
form a nested pair of �saddles� over a considerable region� Con�
tour plots on three parallel planes ��� � �� of a portion of such
regions with qnest indicated by the arrows� Due to four�fold sym�
metry there are four such nested regions� qnest for GdNi�Ge� needs
to be reduced to the �rst BZ� Note that the unit used for qz is

��
a
�

�open squares� presents ���q� calculations with the lower band �lling which show a

strong sharp peak at the zone boundary� �� � ��� predicting a commensurate simple AF

structure in EuNi�Ge�� XRES measurements to verify this prediction were carried out

at the Eu LII edge� Indeed� at �� K� scans along the �c
� axis found a superlattice peak

at q
Eu

� �� � �� which showed E� resonant behavior� remained locked in position up to

TN � and disappeared above TN � No other modulations in the �h h l� zone were found�

Encouraged by this result ���q� calculations for EuNi�Ge� were performed to con�rm

the origin of this modulation to be nesting� The electronic bands calculated using the

same method described above are shown in Fig� 	��� Notice that although there are

qualitative similarities of these bands to those of GdNi�Ge� the Fermi level is located
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Figure 	�� Density of states �DOS� for GdNi�Ge�� Energy is plotted relative
to the Fermi level �obtained from the LMTO calculations�� Ef � at
zero� ���q� calculations were performed with Ef shifted upward
by � mRyd to E �

f � �a� The total DOS and �b� blown�up region cen�
tered on Ef to facilitate the calculation of energy corresponding
to electron removal�
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Figure 	�� Electronic band structures of �a� EuNi�Ge� and �b� EuNi�Ge�
with GdNi�Ge� lattice parameters� respectively�
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at a lower energy due to lower band �lling� The results of ���q� calculations� using

bands A and B� are shown in Fig� 	�	�b�� There is indeed a sharp peak at qz�� which

is also the global maximum� As in the Gd case� the �
�
�q� shown is obtained with Ef

shifted upward �to E ��
f � Ef��� mRyd�� The peak in ���q� due to interband �A�B�

nesting occurs at the zone boundary for E ��
f 
 
 mRyd� which is consistent with the

commensurate nature of q
Eu
� Furthermore� this peak shifts to ���� on addition of �one�

electron �corresponding to E��
f�
� mRyd obtained from DOS of EuNi�Ge�� Fig� 	�����

in excellent agreement with that for GdNi�Ge��

Up to this point the fact that the lattice constants of EuNi�Ge� are ��" larger than

those of GdNi�Ge� �

� has been ignored� In order to assess the in�uence of this di�erence

upon the nesting all the band and ���q� calculations were repeated by swapping the

lattice parameters between the two compounds� It is noted that placing Eu in the

GdNi�Ge� lattice is equivalent to applying pressure to it� It is known that EuNi�Ge�

undergoes a valence transition� where Eu becomes trivalent� at a pressure of 	 GPa

���� with corresponding lattice constants of � �A and � ��� �A� respectively� At about


�	 GPa� Eu enters into an intermediate valence state and the corresponding lattice

constants are ���� �A and ���� �A� respectively� This indicates that the Eu f levels

may be energetically close to Ef � However� the purpose of the present calculations is to

isolate the e�ects on nesting due to di�erences in the lattice constants� holding the band

�lling �xed� and show that the nesting is robust with respect to such changes� So� the

Eu f electrons are treated as part of the core� The electronic structures of GdNi�Ge�

with EuNi�Ge� lattice parameters and vice versa are shown in Figs� 	��b� and 	���b��

respectively� An inspection of these band structures shows that� in general� they are

qualitatively similar to each other and to those of the �pure� compounds with their own

lattice parameters as shown in Figs� 	��a� and 	���a�� respectively� ���q� calculated

using these bands is displayed in Fig� 	���� In the case of GdNi�Ge� �Fig� 	����a��

the peak is at ���� whereas the peak in EuNi�Ge� �Fig� 	����b�� appears at the zone
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(b) Expanded about the Fermi energy

Figure 	��� Density of states �DOS� for EuNi�Ge�� Energy is plotted relative
to the Fermi level �obtained from the LMTO calculations�� Ef � at
zero� ���q� calculations were performed with Ef shifted upward
by �� mRyd to E ��

f � �a� The total DOS and �b� blown�up region
centered on Ef to facilitate the calculation of energy needed to
add electrons�
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Figure 	��� Generalized susceptibility with the lattice parameters swapped
in order to assess the e�ects of di�erent lattice constants in
GdNi�Ge� and EuNi�Ge� on nesting�

boundary� These results are in very good agreement with previous �ndings and show

that band �lling is clearly the relevant perturbation that determines the maximum to be

so di�erent in these two materials� These ���q� calculations were performed by raising

Ef by� � and �� mRyd� as were used for the �pure� Gd and Eu compounds� respectively�

These peaks are also determined by interband �A�B� nesting as was the case with the

pure compounds�

Based on the above analysis it can be noted that it may be possible to transform

the incommensurate structure observed in GdNi�Ge� into the commensurate AF phase

found in EuNi�Ge� by lowering the band �lling� ���q� calculations were �rst carried out

for GdNi�Ge� on removal of electrons by simply lowering E �
f by amounts determined



��

from the DOS �see Fig� 	���� Some of the results of these calculations are shown in Fig�

	��
�a�� Similarly� electrons were added to EuNi�Ge� by raising E ��
f and some of the

corresponding �
�
�q� calculations are shown in Fig� 	��
�b�� In the case of GdNi�Ge�

the peak at ���� diminishes in magnitude as it approaches the zone boundary and locks

in there as a sharp peak for the case of �one� less electron� The reverse motion takes

place in the case of EuNi�Ge�� The peak at qz�� splits and recedes away from the

zone boundary� The magnitude of this peak is also diminished as it moves farther away�

reaching ���� for the case of �one� more electron� simulating GdNi�Ge�� Figure 	���

shows the ordering vector obtained from the peak in ���q� calculated by removing elec�

trons from GdNi�Ge� as well as by adding electrons to EuNi�Ge�� as described above�

Interestingly� calculated qz values lie close to the linear interpolation between the exper�

imentally observed modulations of the end members� Future experiments with XRES

on Gd��xEuxNi�Ge� pseudoternary alloys are needed to explore these predictions and

to determine at which �nite Gd content a locking to �� � �� will occur�

Finally� it has been noted at the beginning of this chapter that EuNi�Ge� has a higher

TN compared to that of GdNi�Ge�� This is surprising� since atomic calculations showed

���� the f �	d exchange integral in Eu to be only ��" of that of Gd� This apparently

anomalous behavior may have its origin in the complicated electronic structure of these

complex structures that was alluded to earlier� In general� TN � scales with the product

hIi����q�� Since the N%eel transition is driven by interband �A�B� nesting� one can esti�

mate the interband �A�B� exchange matrix element� hI
AB
i� by considering the product

j CA
d�k� j � j C

B
d�k�qnest� j where Cd is the amount of 	d character of a band electron�

It is found that on the average�
hI
AB


EuNi�Ge��i�
hI
AB


GdNi�Ge��i� � ���� Also� �AB
�
�q

Eu
� and �AB

�
�q

Gd
� are


���	 and 
���� �states��Ryd�cell��� respectively� Therefore� it can be argued that TN

in EuNi�Ge� is higher due to larger values of these two quantities�
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Figure 	��
 E�ects of band �lling on generalized susceptibility� See text for
details�
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Figure 	��� Predicted modulation vectors obtained from the peak position of
���q� as a function of band �lling�

Determination of Moment Directions using XRES

It has been established above that both the incommensurate ordering wave vector�

�� � ������� in GdNi�Ge� and the commensurate modulation� �� � ��� in EuNi�Ge�

are determined by strong Fermi surface nesting� However� the details of the magnetic

structures remained unspeci�ed� As was mentioned earlier� XRES techniques are ideal

to study these compounds since they are neutron opaque� This section is concerned with

unraveling the details of these ordered states� which is a primary experimental focus of

this dissertation�

In order to determine the moment direction below Tt� the integrated intensities of

a series of magnetic satellites in both materials were measured� The results of such

measurements along with the model calculations are shown in Fig� 	���a� and �b�� This

�gure also illustrates the di�erences in the Q�dependence of the intensities that arise

from di�erent normalization schemes� For EuNi�Ge� the data have been normalized by



��


monitor� whereas for GdNi�Ge�� �uorescence yields have been used� In both cases the

model with the ordered moments in the basal plane describes the trend very well� whereas

the model with moments along the �c axis produces a Q�dependence that is manifestly

in disagreement with the data� It is noted that due to experimental uncertainties the

ordered moment direction can only be determined within ���� of the basal plane� This

result is consistent with the hypothesis of the easy plane of magnetization derived from

the anisotropic ��T � measurements presented at the beginning of this chapter� However�

the fact that the ordered moments are locked to the basal plane is in disagreement

with earlier M'ossbauer measurements of the hyper�ne �elds which concluded that the

moments are at � from the �c axis�����

In order to understand the ordered structure above Tt but below TN the integrated

intensities of the magnetic satellites were also measured as a function of temperature�

In the case of EuNi�Ge� the integrated intensity decreases monotonically as temper�

ature increases and reaches zero at TN � which is approximated to be ��
��� K �Fig�

	���c��� On the other hand� the integrated intensity for GdNi�Ge� starts to decrease

monotonically and then deviates from this behavior above Tt with a pronounced break

at T �
t and goes to zero at TN of 
���
��
 K �Fig� 	���d��� The deviation above Tt from

a nearly linear decrease with increasing temperature� as was the case in EuNi�Ge�� is

signi�cant and can be interpreted as due to the development above Tt of an ordered�

moment component along the �c axis in GdNi�Ge�� This can be seen by considering the

XRES cross�section for the E� resonance which is proportional to
P
j�k� � �nij�� where

the summation is over all the domains with moment direction �ni and �k
� is the direction

of the scattered beam� Therefore� the cross�section is clearly invariant if the moments

simply reorient in the tetragonal basal planes� due to the four�fold symmetry of these

planes whereas an ordered component along the �c axis would give additional scattering�

increasing the intensity� In the case of EuNi�Ge� above Tt� however� the ordered mo�

ments remain locked to but reorient themselves in the basal plane� Thus� no break in
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Figure 	�� The Q�dependence of the integrated intensities of the magnetic
satellites for �a� EuNi�Ge� and �b� GdNi�Ge�� The solid line is
for a model with the ordered moments in the tetragonal basal
plane whereas the dashed line is for a model with moments along
the �c axis� Data in �a� was normalized by the monitor and that
in �b� was normalized by the �uorescence yields� The integrated
intensity of a magnetic Bragg peak for �c� EuNi�Ge� and for �d�
GdNi�Ge� as a function of temperature�
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intensity above Tt is expected and subsequently the intensity decreases monotonically as

observed �Fig� 	���c��� A subtle transition involving spin reorientations has been found

in GdNi�B�C system� where non�resonant magnetic scattering� in conjunction with the

XRES� was utilized to determine the structure ����� In the present case� unfortunately�

the non�resonant scattering above the background was small� making its use impractical�

Summary

In this chapter it has been established that the wave vector at the onset of the N%eel

transition for the RNi�Ge� family of compounds is determined by strong Fermi surface

nesting with qnest that determines the initial ordering wave vector as observed across

the series� This is the most important theoretical result of this work� Furthermore� it

was argued that the unexpected higher ordering temperature in the Eu member of the

series is due to changes in the orbital character of the conduction electron states near

the nesting region of the Fermi surface�

Next� the e�ects of band �lling on ordered state have been presented� ���q� calcula�

tions predicted a continuous transition from the incommensurate structure as observed

in GdNi�Ge� to the commensurate structure of EuNi�Ge� via band �lling� Experimen�

tally� such transformations could manifest in the pseudoternary alloys� Gd��xEuxNi�Ge��

which can be conveniently and accurately studied by XRES�

Finally� the magnetic structures of EuNi�Ge� and GdNi�Ge� have been determined by

XRES� The magnetic structures of EuNi�Ge� are simple AF with the moments locked to

the basal plane in both the phases� These structures are composed of ferromagnetic basal

planes antiferromagnetically coupled along the �c axis with a simple sequence of ������

where a ��� indicates the moment direction in the plane� presumably a high symmetry

one such as �� � �� or �� � ��� At Tt� a spin reorientation in the basal plane takes place�

The direction within the plane� however� could not be determined due to the presence
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of four equivalent domains associated with the four directions in the basal plane� In

the case of GdNi�Ge� the ordered structures are incommensurate in both the phases�

Although the ordered components are locked to the basal plane below Tt� the direction of

ordered moments is at an angle� �� away from �c due to the development of an additional

component along this axis� This structure bears similarity with that in DyNi�Ge� above

Tt� � in GdNi�Ge� is� however� not known� As in EuNi�Ge�� the direction of the in�

plane ordered component could not be speci�ed� leaving the possibility of a conical

antiferromagnet open� Future experiments such as those suggested for DyNi�Ge� may

be useful for further studies of these structures�
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� METAMAGNETISM IN TbNi�Ge�

In the previous chapters magnetically ordered ground states of the Eu� Gd� Tb and

Dy nickel germanides have been studied in detail in the absence of any applied magnetic

�elds� and the primary factor in determining the ordering wave vector was shown to

be Fermi surface nesting� The study of the Eu and Gd pair of compounds showed

how the nature of magnetic ordering is systematically altered due to band �lling that

dramatically in�uences the RKKY interactions and nesting� In the case of anisotropic

systems� such as the Tb and Dy compounds� the con�guration of the ground state is

determined by the compromise between the long�range RKKY exchange and the single�

ion CEF anisotropy� i�e� H
RKKY

and H
CEF

� respectively� In this chapter the e�ects of an

external magnetic �eld� i�e H
Zee
� on magnetic structure at low temperature are studied�

As is well�known� at su!ciently high �elds the saturated paramagnetic state can be

reached� However� at intermediate �elds a material may or may not go through a series

of metamagnetic transitions which can involve very intricately ordered phases� depending

on the direction of the applied �eld �	� ���� ���� Field�induced structures like these were

termed �metamagnetic� by Kramers when they were �rst observed� since the conventional

theory of ferromagnetism or N%eel antiferromagnetism a�orded no explanation for such

behavior ������ As was already mentioned before� perhaps the most interesting member

of this series from the point of view of metamagnetism is TbNi�Ge�� which is the focus

of this chapter�

When a �eld is applied in the basal plane of TbNi�Ge�� the magnetization does

not exhibit any transition for H�		 kG� However� as the �eld applied along the �c axis



���

increases from zero� a sequence of well�de�ned steps in the magnetization appears �see

Fig� ���� for 
�� K� Five distinct transitions below 		 kG are observed at � kG� ���� kG�


� kG� �	 kG� and 	�� kG� respectively� The sequence of magnetization values in the

metamagnetic phases is approximately �
�
� �

� �
��
� �
�
and �


of the saturation value of ���

	B� The transition into the saturated paramagnetic phase occurs at 	� kG with ��� 	B

per Tb�� which persists up to the maximum attainable �eld of ��� kG �
��� Also� M�H k

c� is hysteretic and on �eld ramping down from the maximum value there are two more

states �
��� giving nine well�de�ned phases� Thus� as was mentioned earlier� the clarity

of these transitions and the number of phases make this material an archetypal system

to study axial metamagnetism� The H�T phase diagram for TbNi�Ge� is shown in Fig�

��
� An inspection of this �gure reveals the richness of the phase diagram with clearly

de�ned phase boundaries� This phase diagram suggests the existence of several critical

points where two or more phases coexist� As mentioned earlier� a primary focus of this

work is on the zero �eld and the �zero� temperature ��� K� boundary of this complex

phase diagram� The zero �eld structures have been studied in detail and presented in

Chap� �� This chapter is concerned with the study of the low temperature metamagnetic

phases�

Among some of the salient features of M�H� is the rather small range of existence

of some phases such as I and III compared to those of the other phases� These two

phases are very sensitive to temperature and are the �rst ones to disappear at �	 K

�
��� Secondly� compared to the nearly zero slope in the EM phase and phase V� the

magnetization has a larger nonzero slope in the intermediate phases� that in phase IV

being the largest� In addition� the slopes� as well as the widths� of all the transition

regions are di�erent from each other� Such di�erences in the slopes of the metamagnetic

phases have recently been reported in the isostructural TbRu�Ge� compounds ���
� �����

In this system� a fraction of the Tb ions are found in a nonmagnetic state while the

remaining ones retain the full saturation value� This is an example of �mixed phase��
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Figure ��� Low temperature magnetization of TbNi�Ge� as a function of �eld
along the �c axis�

for ions of two di�erent magnetic states are present� According to Refs� ���
� ���� the

mechanism for the existence of such nonmagnetic ions is the crossing of the ground state

singlet �or state with weak moment� by a higher CEF level with large moment� The

number of the nonmagnetic ions in a particular phase determines the slope of M�H� for

that phase� since their magnetization is sensitive to magnetic �eld� It was suggested that

the slope of M�H� in a metamagnetic region can be used to infer the nature� �mixed�

or �pure�� of that particular phase as well as the number of nonmagnetic ions present

therein ���
� ����� In the case of TbNi�Ge� one then might expect to see mixed phases

in several of the I�IV metamagnetic structures� However� the validity of the suggestion

that the number of nonmagnetic ions can be obtained from the slope of M�H� in the

metamagnetic phase depends on the constancy of the magnetic periodicity which is true

for TbRu�Ge� ���
� ����� This is not the case for TbNi�Ge�� as will be shown later in

this chapter�
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Figure ��
 H � T phase diagram for TbNi�Ge� with the applied �eld along
the �c axis �
��� This phase diagram was obtained on increasing
the magnetic �eld� The solid circles indicate �eld and tempera�
ture values for all the phases at which detailed neutron di�raction
studies were performed� Detailed �eld�depenence of certain mag�
netic peaks was measured along the vertical dotted�dashed line at

�� K� Solid lines are drawn as a guide to the eye�



���

Figure ��� A section of the �h h l� zone of reciprocal space of TbNi�Ge� be�
low Tt showing the relative positions of the nuclear and the su�
perlattice peaks� respectively� The big �small� bullets are � � ��

�
��

peaks� Small shaded �open� circles represent � � �� �� satellites�
Nuclear re�ections are shown by big open circles� The relative
sizes indicate approximately the relative strengths of these re�ec�
tions without regard to form factor e�ects� The polygon outlined
by dashed lines is the irreducible section of this zone�

Zero�Field EM Structure of TbNi�Ge�

In the absence of external �elds below Tt the EM structure of TbNi�Ge� is described

by a set of three wave vectors� namely� � ���� �
�
�
�� along with its third harmonic � �

����

� �
�
�� � ���

�
�

�
�
�� and � ���

�
�

�
�

�
�
�� respectively� A section of the �h h l� zone of reciprocal

space displayed in Fig� ��� shows the relative positions of various superlattice peaks

associated with these modulations� The presence of the third harmonic is due to the

squared�up nature of this phase with saturated ��� 	B at all Tb sites� The magnetic

unit cell of this structure is reproduced in Fig� �� for easier reference� The existence of

the AF planes �#� and #�� gives rise to the � � and � � modulations� The direction of

the ordered moments is along the �c axis as shown in Fig� ���

In order to understand what the metamagnetic transitions observed in M�H� may
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entail microscopically� a simple scenario of such transitions can be created� Let a set

of ionic moments �	ion� be �xed in magnitude ��rigid��� which can happen when the

ions are subjected to a large molecular �eld so that their ground state is completely

polarized� Let these ions be locked into the easy axis of magnetization �e�g� �c axis in the

tetragonal or hexagonal systems� due to CEF anisotropy� Now� an ordered state of these

ionic moments corresponds to a de�nite sequence such as � � � � �where � ��� indicates

a moment parallel �antiparallel� to the �c axis� in the case of a simple AF ordering due

to their mutual exchange interactions� When an external �eld applied along the �c axis

becomes larger than some critical �eld corresponding to an exchange coupling between

pairs of ions �such as those with nearest and next�nearest neighbors� a spin��ip �� to

�� SF� transition takes place� Thus� the magnetization proceeds in steps with a jump

of
�
�n
N

	
	ion per ion where n is the number of ions �ipped and N is the total number of

ions� This process can continue until the induced ferromagnetic �F� state is obtained�

Metamagnetic transitions via SF mechanism are observed in various systems such as

DyCo�Si� ���� where the individual Dy moments retain their full saturation value in all

the phases�

Now consider the case of TbNi�Ge�� According to the SF picture� one might expect

the AF planes �such as #� and #� in Fig� ��� in TbNi�Ge� to become F in an external

�eld along the �c axis since they are seemingly the most weakly coupled to the rest of the

EM structure� Thus� the �rst two metamagnetic phase transitions may correspond to

SFs at these two planes with concomitant disappearance of the � � and � � superlattice

peaks� respectively� As the �eld is increased further� the F planes �such as #�� #

and #� in Fig� ��� antiparallel to the �eld will subsequently be �ipped� However� this

sequence of processes gives a maximum of �ve transitions whereas six are observed� Also�

the magnetic periodicity along the �c axis is predicted to remain unaltered throughout�

As shown below� neutron di�raction measurements found metamagnetism in TbNi�Ge�

to be much more complex than the simple picture just presented�



��


Figure �� Zero��eld EM structure of TbNi�Ge�� reproduced for easier refer�
ence� Dashed lines encompass chemical unit cell with two formula
units� Ni and Ge atoms are not shown�
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Metamagnetic Structures of TbNi�Ge�

Neutron di�raction measurements to study the metamagnetic phases were primarily

carried out on the thermal�neutron normal�beam di�ractometer �D�	� at the Institute

Laue�Langevin �ILL�� Neutrons with wavelength of ���� �A were selected using a Cu

����� monochromator� Since the 	
�
contamination was only ����" no �lters were used�

A small ��� mg� single crystal with the �c axis perpendicular to the horizontal plane

was carefully mounted inside a � T vertical magnet� Magnetic peaks corresponding to

� � modulation were observed by moving the detector above and below the equatorial

plane� albeit with degraded Q�resolution� The width �HWHM� of Bragg peak l�scans

was �����	 r�l�u� Fortunately� the availability of a horizontal �eld magnet �an Oxford

pumped He cryomagnet� at the Chalk River Laboratory allowed the �h h l� zone to

be aligned in the the equatorial plane which gave a HWHM of ����� r�l�u� for the

l�scans� However� since the maximum attainable �eld was 
��	 kG only the �rst two

metamagnetic phases were accessible� These measurements were performed on the C	

polarized�beam triple�axis spectrometer� Neutrons with wavelength 
��� �A were used

and a PG �lter after the sample was placed�

Summary of Neutron Di�raction Measurements

Metamagnetic phases were observed at ���� kG� 

�� kG� ���� kG� ��� kG and

	��� kG� respectively �see Fig� ��
�� There are two scans that contain the essential

information of all of the metamagnetic structures studied� These are ��
�

�
�
l� and ��� �

l� scans� respectively� as can be seen by an inspection of Fig� ���� These scans for all

the metamagnetic phases at �� K are displayed in in Fig ��	 and ��� The bottom panel

in each shows the corresponding zero��eld �EM phase� scans for comparison� The �rst

surprising result of these measurements is that both � � and � � peaks persist in all the

phases indicating the presence of the AF planes� In fact� these peaks remain una�ected�



��

within experimental accuracy� in metamagnetic phase I �compare Fig� ��	�a� and �b��

contrary to the naive expectations presented above� This observation was recon�rmed

during the Chalk River experiment with higher resolution� In addition� the position of

the � � satellite is shifted in the III�IV phases relative to that in the EM phase� Since the

nuclear peaks remain �xed in position within experimental uncertainties� this implies a

change in periodicity of the magnetic structures� Thus� the metamagnetic transitions in

TbNi�Ge� are much more complex� In general� the intensity of the ��� � �� nuclear peak

grows in successive phases due to increasing ferromagnetic contributions as the �eld is

ramped up� On the other hand� the � � satellite grows weaker as antiferromagnetism is

destroyed� Also� as stated above� the l�scans of the nuclear peaks remain �xed in position

indicating that there is no distortion of the c lattice parameter within experimental

accuracy� Below� the experimental observations in each metamagnetic phase �MP� are

summarized�

MP I �Fig� ��	�b� and ����b�� As already mentioned � � and � � peaks remain unaf�

fected in this phase� The disappearance of � �
� suggests a moment modulation as is the

case in the zero �eld structure above Tt� Interestingly� a new peak � � � �� � �� appears�

Also� very weak combination harmonics� � ��� �� are found to emerge�

MP II �Fig� ��	�c� and ����c�� In this phase both � � and � � are signi�cantly a�ected�

Their intensities are reduced and the widths are increased� This is more dramatic for the

� � satellites� This broadening beyond the instrumental resolution indicates unresolved

peaks close to these satellites� Using better resolution at the Chalk River Laboratory

these peaks have been resolved and the corresponding scan is shown in Fig� ���� The

� � peak is �anked on both sides by weak � ��� � second�order combination harmonics�

whereas stronger combination third harmonics� 
� ��� �� grow as wings beside the � �

satellites� In addition� � � shifts to �� � ������� indicating a change in magnetic period�

icity in the �c direction� Furthermore� the third harmonic � �
� reappears� which implies a

re�squaring�up of the structure as is the case in the EM phase� Also� the � � modulation
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which was present in MP I is no longer observed�

MP III �Fig� ��	�d� and ����d�� This phase distinguishes itself from MP II with

a twofold increase in the intensity of the combination harmonics� as evidenced by the

growth of the unresolved peaks at � � satellite positions and a decrease of the � � satellite

intensity� As in MP I� the third harmonic � �
� disappears� suggesting a possible moment

modulation�

MP IV �Fig� ��	�e� and ����e�� One characteristic feature of this phase is that only

the second�order combination harmonics� � ��� �� are present� These peaks are well

resolved from � � and � � satellites due to the shift of � � back towards its EM phase

value of �� � �
�
� �see Fig� ����� Wheras the intensities of � ��� � and � � decrease that

of � � grows compared to its magnitude in MP III� In addition� a barely discernible � �
�

peak reappears in this phase�

MP V� �Fig� ��	�f� and ����f�� In this last MP before the transition to the satu�

rated paramagnetic state a weak second harmonic of � � appears for the �rst time� An

interesting feature in this phase is that compared to those in MP IV the intensity of � �

decreases whereas that of � � grows and becomes larger than that of � �� This may be

due to contributions from the same features that give rise to 
� � satellites in this phase�

As in MP IV� only � ��� � satellites are present� However� �
�
� has disappeared�

In order to understand better the nature of the metamagnetic structures� in partic�

ular the change in magnetic periodicity� a detailed magnetic �eld dependence of the � �

satellite was measured �along the vertical dotted�dashed line in Fig� ��
�� Due to severe

peak overlaps� � �� � � and the combination harmonics could not be measured accurately�

In order to measure the periodicity as accurately as possible the Q�resolution was im�

proved by placing narrower slits right before the detector� The HWHM of Bragg peak

�It is noted that at this 
eld there were considerable temperature �uctuations up to � K caused by
pumping on the magnet� So� the measurements in this phase may be less reliable� Nevertheless� the
results are summarized here for completeness�
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Figure ��	 ��
�

�
�
l��scans in all the metamagnetic phases� Data were taken on

D�	 beamline at ILL� See text for details�
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Figure ��� ��� � l��scans in all the metamagnetic phases� Data were taken on
D�	 beamline at ILL� See text for details�
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Figure ��� ��
�

�
�
l��scan with a betterQ�resolution at Chalk River Laboratory�

The large �small� arrows indicate the 
� ��� � �� ��� �� satellites�

l�scans reduced to ����
� r�l�u�� Figure ��� shows the results of such measurements�

The position of � � in MP I is essentially �� � �
�
� as in the EM phase� As MP II is ap�

proached� � � jumps to �� � ������ and stays unchanged within experimental accuracy

in this phase� At the onset of MP III� it starts to change continuously and reaches �� �

�
�
� in the middle of MP IV� Within the error bars � � remains �xed at this position all

the way into MP V� The changes in the periodicity prevent any a priori prediction of

the number of nonmagnetic ions present in a metamagnetic phase based upon M�H�� as

was mentioned above� The bottom panel in Fig� ��� shows the width of the � � satellite

as a function of �eld� The dashed line indicates the instrumental resolution� taken to be

the nuclear peak width� The width in MP I is the same as that in the EM phase� On

the other hand� it is signi�cantly larger in all the other phases�

It is interesting to note that the excursion of � ���� � �z� is constrained within the

range of �� � �
�
� to �� � ������� similar to the case found for the ordering vector across

the series in zero �eld� This suggests a critical role played by the ubiquitous conduction

�This resolution was not su�cient to resolve the overlapping peaks shown in Fig� ����
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electrons in the metamagnetic phases as well� It has been established earlier that strong

Fermi surface nesting determines �z for all the members of RNi�Ge� series� It was also

shown that the exact value of �z depends on the position of Ef relative to nesting and the

entire range of ���	����� for the nesting vector was found within a small energy window

of 

�	 mRyd centered on Ef for GdNi�Ge�� One may then speculate that perhaps even

in the magnetically ordered phases the nesting features survive� Furthermore� in the

metamagnetic phases the bands that cross Ef shift relative to each other in such a way

that the nesting vector changes� determining the value of �z as observed�

The integrated intensity �black circles� of the � � satellite is shown in Fig� ���� along

with the ferromagnetic component �open circles� which was extracted from the ��� � ��

nuclear peak by subtracting the corresponding zero��eld intensity� This was normalized

to the magnetization measurements �solid line� at 
	 kG by multiplying by a scale factor�

and the agreement between the two is quite good� The discrepancy at high �elds is due

to increased scattering extinction� As the �gure shows the intensity of the magnetic

peak changes in steps except in MP I� In this phase the intensity continuously decreases

reaching a minimum at � ���� kG and starts to rise as the transition into MP II is

traversed� This may be due to amplitude modulation which has been suggested by the

disappearance of the third harmonic� � �
�� in MP I� This phase has been studied in detail

which is presented below�

Metamagnetic Phase I ���� K� H��
�� kG

In order to completely determine the magnetic structures the integrated intensities

are needed� Due to severe peak overlaps no reliable measurements of intensities in MP II

through MP V could be done� However� it was possible to do such measurements in MP

I� In order to put the intensities on an absolute scale so that the ordered moment values

can be obtained� Bragg peak intensities of the known EM phase were compared to the

measured ones� giving the experimental scale factor� Some �� nuclear peaks were also
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Figure ��� Field dependence of the � ���� � �z� modulation and of its width�
Dotted�dashed vertical lines locate the critical �elds �see text� as
obtained from the maximum derivative of the magnetization curve
shown in Fig� ����
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Figure ��� Ferromagnetic component and the intensity �scale is on the right�
of a � � satellite as a function of �eld� Note the dip in intensity at
���� kG� Solid line shows the bulk magnetization data�

re�ned to correct for extinction e�ects� The model structure that has closest agreement

with observations is shown in Fig� ����� In this model the Tb moments on planes #

and #� have a reduced magnitude of ��
��	 	B giving a net magnetization of ��� 	B

per Tb�� ion� in good agreement with �
�
	B found in the magnetization measurement�

Because of this moment reduction� the triplet consisting of planes #�� no longer com�

pensates the lower triplet formed by planes #��
� This gives rise to the � � peak and

also accounts for the disappearance of � �
�� Since no detectable changes were observed

with the � � and � � peaks the AF planes remain unaltered� However� this model does

not give the very weak � ��� � combination second harmonics observed since the AF

planes are out of phase at this Q� Since these planes do not change in MP I� � � must

have changed slightly so that the contributions from the AF planes at � ��� � no longer

completely cancel each other� Such a small change of � � is not surprising� since it was

found by XRES in the zero��eld AM phase above Tt� where � � � �� � ����	��� MP I

is an interesting example of an AM structure induced by an external �eld� This kind of



�



�eld induced behavior is also found in the isostructural TbNi�Si� compound where the

�rst metamagnetic phase is AM �
��� In the rest of this chapter a computational study

of the cause of such moment modulation is undertaken�

Metamagnetism with soft� moment

In order to understand qualitatively peculiarities of metamagnetic phases in systems

with ionic moments that can vary in magnitude ��soft��� a rather simple model of an

R ion with angular momentum J � 
 located at a site with point symmetry D�h� as

is the case for the R elements in the RNi�Ge� compounds� can be constructed� The

primary interests are to explore the ionic response to a local magnetic �eld and to look

for an explanation of moment reduction� The value of J above is chosen because it is

a non�Kramers system as Tb �	F�� that can be solved exactly� The simpler case of a

single�ion J � � has been treated in Ref� ��	�� A mean �eld treatment of spin ordering

in a system of S � � ions with large uniaxial anisotropy in a magnetic �eld can be

found in Ref ���	�� However� in the case of J � � it is not possible to have a  � or

 � representation of the D�h point group� In the isostructural TbNi�Si� �����  � and  �

form a closely spaced �pseudo�doublet� ground state and play an important role in its

metamagnetic behavior� Therefore� in the construction of a �toy model� to represent Tb

in TbNi�Ge� one needs to be able to examine the e�ects of  � and  � levels as they can

be expected to be signi�cant in this case from the isostructural relationship to TbNi�Si��

Such representations can be formed for an ion with J � 
 as shown below� It is pointed

out that although no rare earth elements have J � 
 in their ground state some excited

states with J � 
� such as 	F�� do exist for both trivalent Tb and Eu ����� As will be

clear below� such a simple system is quite rich in its magnetic behavior and provides

physically plausible explanations of some of the observations discussed above�
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Figure ���� A model magnetic unit cell of MP I� It is very similar to the
EM� structure shown in Fig� ��� with the exception of reduced
moments on plane # and #�� The solid circles represent Tb
atoms� Ni and Ge atoms are not shown�
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Single�ion �J � 
 Behavior

The Hamiltonian of a single such ion within a constant J�multiplet can be taken to

consist of two terms as shown below

H � H
CEF

�H
Zee

� �B�
�O

�
� �B�

�O
�
� �B�

�O
�
� �B�

�O
�
� �B�

�O
�
�� � g

J
	
B
J �H

local
� �����

where the �rst term is the CEF part and the second one accounts for the Zeeman

interaction with a local magnetic �eld� The Bm
l �s are the CEF parameters characteristic

of a material and the Om
l �s are Stevens� operators ���� In an applied �eld along the �c

axis the Hamiltonian simpli�es to

H � H
CEF

� g
J
	
B
JzHz � ���
�

Let the eigenstates of H and H
CEF

be +i and �j� respectively� such that

Hj+ii � Eij+ii� �����

H
CEF
j�ji � �jj�ji� ����

First consider the CEF eigenstates� �j� for J � 
 in D�h symmetry� According to group

theoretical branching rules ����� the DJ�� manifold decomposes as follows

DJ�� �  � �  � �  � �   �

where   is the two dimensional irreducible representation of the D�h point group and

the remaining representations are singlets� The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions belonging

to these representations can be obtained by diagonalizing H
CEF

which is written in the

matrix form as



�
	

H
CEF

�

�
BBBBBBBBBB�

d a � � �

a d � � �

� � c � �

� � � b �

� � � � b


CCCCCCCCCCA
�

The rows �columns� are labeled from the top �left� by 
� �
� �� �� and �� respectively�

The entries for the matrix elements ��� �� are functions of the CEF parameters as shown

below�

a � �B�
� � �
B�

� � ���	�

b � ��B�
� � �B�

� � �����

c � ��B�
� � �
B�

� � �����

d � �
B�
� � �����

Notice that the matrix elements are independent of the sixth order CEF parameters� as

expected since a charge distribution with J � 
 can not possess multipoles higher than

fourth order which can couple to these higher order terms� Also� it should be pointed

out that although the higher order CEF terms such as B�
� and B

�
� are smaller than the

second order term� B�
� � their prefactors are signi�cantly larger� This is a general feature

due to the large matrix elements of these terms� Thus� even though the higher order

terms are one or two orders of magnitude smaller� they may not be neglected and can

play an important role in systems with higher angular momentum such as Tb� since the

matrix elements grow with J � Although the behavior of a single ion is being studied here�

it should be commented that Stevens operators are strongly temperature dependent and

grow as
�
jhJij
J

� l�l���
�

with increasing magnetic ordering� As a result� the in�uence of the

higher order operators on the metamagnetic phases can be signi�cant�
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The Hamiltonianmatrix above is already block diagonal and only the 
�
 sub�matrix

needs to be diagonalized� The normalized CEF eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are �

 � � j��i � j�i �� � c

  � j��i � j�i �� � b

  � j��i � j
�
�i �� � b

 � � j��i �
�p
�
�j
i� j

�

i� �� � a� d

 � � j��i �
�p
�
�j
i � j

�

i� �� � a� d

Now the Zeeman term will split the doublet and admix the  � and  � singlets which are

separated by * � 
d� As before� only the 
�
 matrix needs to be diagonalized in order

to get the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues ������ It is evident that the totally symmetric

representation�  �� will remain una�ected by the �eld� The normalized eigenstates and

the eigenvalues of H are thus

j+�i � j��i E� � c

j+�i � j��i E� � b � g
J
	
B
Hz

j+�i � j��i E� � b� g
J
	
B
Hz

j+�i � cos��
�
�j��i� sin��

�
�j��i E� � a �

p
d� � �
g

J
	
B
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Note that the energy of the singlet is independent of the �eld� whereas the energies of

j+�i and j+�i decrease with increasing �eld and those of j+�i and j+�i increase �see

Fig� �����c� and �d��� From these eigenfunctions and eigenvalues the magnetization as

a function of �eld and temperature can be calculated� The induced moment of a single
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ion is given by the thermal average according to�

M�H
z
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k
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Using the above expression the magnetization for two di�erent sets of CEF parameters�

as listed in Fig� �����a� and �b�� was calculated� These sets were chosen to illustrate the

di�erent behaviors of planar �B�
� � �� and uniaxial �B�

� � �� systems� The magnitude

of this parameter is approximately the value estimated from the paramagnetic Curie

temperatures of TbNi�Ge� �
��� B
�
� was selected to make * comparable to that ����

K� found in TbNi�Si� ����� For
	FJ multiplets of Tb�� the Land%e factor g

J
� �

�
� The

top panels ��a� and �b�� in Fig� ���� show the �eld dependence of the energies of the

eigenstates� j +ii� The bottom windows ��c� and �d�� display the magnetization of a

single�ion as a function of �eld at various temperatures� When the  � singlet is the CEF

ground state the saturation magnetization is reached in a step�like fashion� As the local

�eld at the ion site reaches certain critical value� corresponding to a CEF level crossing

�see Fig� �����a��� the magnetization jumps �Fig� �����c��� The magnitude of the jump

is determined by the di�erence in the moments of the corresponding eigenstates� Similar

level crossing at a higher critical �eld gives rise to the second jump in the magnetization�

Fig� �����c� also shows the sensitivity of these metamagnetic transitions to temperature�

As can be seen� the lower the temperature� the sharper are the transitions�

If� on the other hand� the CEF ground state is a  � or  � singlet the magnetization is

very di�erent� As shown in Fig� �����b� the energy of such a state decreases faster than

that of one of the states issued from the doublet� Thus� no higher levels cross the ground

state� The magnetization �Fig� �����d�� saturates as the �eld �puri�es� or �polarizes�

the singlet and exhibits Brillouin�type behavior� It should be noted� however� at a

�This expression of the magnetization can be obtained from its de
nition� M � � �
dF
dH

�
H��

� where

the Helmholtz free energy� F � �k
B
T ln

�
Trfe��Hg��

�The expressions for the critical 
elds are� HC� �
�B�

�
����B�

�

g
J
�
B

and HC� �
�
p

�B�

�
��B�

�
	���B�

�
	�

g
J
�
B

�

respectively�
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Figure ���� The energy eigenvalues �in units of K$ �a� and �b�� and the low
temperature magnetization ��c� and �d�� of a single�ion� The
CEF parameters are shown in the bottom panels above the leg�
ends� When the CEF ground state is  � the higher levels cross
the ground state as marked by arrows in �a�� Note the corre�
sponding jumps in the magnetization in �c�� There are no such
level crossings of the ground state when it is  � �see �b��� How�
ever� in this case there is a region of moment instability which is
located to the left of the dotted�dashed vertical line in �d�� See
text for details�
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temperature T � �
��
the magnitude of the ionic moment is ���" of the saturation value

up to a �eld as high as �� kG � *� In this region the magnitude of the moment depends

sensitively on the strength of the �eld� Thus� this range of �eld may be considered a

region of moment instability�

The temperature dependence of the susceptibility� ��T �� for a given �eld also shows

characteristic di�erences for the two cases� Fig� ���
 shows ��T � for four di�erent �eld

values� Depending on the magnitude of the applied �eld ��T � shows very di�erent

behavior� When the CEF ground state is  � �Fig� ���
�a��� for low �eld value where

linear behavior of magnetization is observed� ��T � changes very slowly at �rst and then

starts to fall o� much faster when thermal population of the higher CEF levels with

low moment starts to become appreciable at T � �
�
� The exact dependence of ��T � is

determined by the location of H in the region of moment instability� For H beyond this

region� the moment remains saturated and ��T � is almost T �independent� In the case

of  � ground state �Fig� ���
�b��� ��T � shows a maximum at a �nite T when H�HC�

and rapidly vanishes as T  � K� The maximum is due to thermal population of CEF

levels above the ground state with larger magnetic moment� For HC��H�HC�� ��T �

has a �nite value at T � � due to CEF level crossing and has a maximum at a �nite

T because of thermal population of a next CEF level with even higher moment� This

maximum shifts toward T � � as H gets closer to HC�� Finally� for H right above HC��

the moment is saturated at low T and ��T � drops o� as T is raised�

Moment Instability and Metamagnetism

In order to show the relevance of the computations presented above to metamag�

netism in real systems such as TbNi�Ge� ones needs to take the single�ion model one

step further� Consider an array of planes of such ions and form �hypothetical� ordered

magnetic states such as those shown in the bottom panels of Fig� ����� The arrows

�Assuming all the moments in a given plane to be the same�
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Figure ���
 Single�ion magnetization as a function of temperature at four
di�erent �elds as indicated� The top panel� �a�� is for the case
when  � is the CEF ground state and the bottom panel� �b��
is for  � ground state� Only the low temperture portion� where
signi�cant T �dependence is observed� has been shown for each
case� In the higher temperature region ��T � values merge into
each other�
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represent the ionic moments pointing along the �c axis� Whereas the length of an arrow

indicates the magnitude of the moment� the absence of an arrow implies that the ionic

moment is zero� Such ordered structures may arise due to their mutual exchange in�

teractions mediated by the conduction electrons� In the mean �eld approximation the

ordered state can be viewed as due to some periodic mean �eld� PMF� �as shown by the

square�wave�like solid lines in the �gures� whose magnitude and direction at an ionic

site determine its magnetic state� The key point is that an individual ion is subjected

to a local magnetic �eld generated by all the other ions� When this �eld is su!ciently

strong the ionic moment saturates$ otherwise� its magnitude is lower� Now in the case of

a  � ground state when the local �eld is smaller than one of the critical �elds� the ionic

moment is correspondingly reduced due to CEF level crossing� However� since B�
� � ��

such a system is planar and not applicable to a uniaxial system such as TbNi�Ge�� In the

model calculation with B�
� � � the ground state is a  � singlet and the question arises

as to whether a reduction of moment can take place in such a case� An inspection of the

magnetization curve �see Fig� �����d�� and the �eld dependence of the CEF eigenvalues

�see Fig� �����b�� shows that if the PFM responsible for magnetic order is comparable to

or less than * at certain sites then the magnetic moments at those sites can be smaller

than the saturation value� This may provide one possible explanation for the moment

reduction observed in MP I of TbNi�Ge�� It is interesting to note that the magnitude

of the reduced moments is not unique and should vary within the phase� Such variation

seems to be consistent with the continuous change of the integrated intensity of the � �

satellite within MP I �Fig� ���� and the nonzero slope of M�H� �Fig� �����

Now consider the response of the ordered arrays of ions �as shown in Fig� �����A�

and �B�� in the absence of an external �eld� with  � CEF ground state to an applied

�eld along the �c axis� In general� in an external �eld the ionic moments will rearrange

themselves so as to attain the minimum free energy� Such computational task in order to

obtain the lowest�energy state not only involves minimization of the total energy of the
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Figure ���� �Hypothetical� ordered magnetic states due to some periodic
mean �eld� �A� and �B�� in the absence of an external �eld� Ap�
plication of a �eld increases the local magnetic �eld uniformly
in the RSA as shown by the solid lines in �A�� and �B��� Cor�
responing changes in the magnetic structures are also displayed�
The minimum �eld necessary to saturate the single�ion moment
is indicated by Hc�
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local�moment system but also a full self�consistent band calculation for the conduction

electrons� This is a formidable task and for the purpose of this work the crude rigid

shift approximation �RSA� is made which states that the net e�ect of the external �eld

is simply to superpose a uniform �eld on the PMF mentioned above�

In order to illustrate this� consider the dotted�dashed line in Fig� �����A� and �B�

which indicates some magnitude of an applied �eld� The solid line in �A�� and �B��

is the sum of this �eld and the PMF shown in �A� and �B�� respectively� In the case

of PMF �� moments such as a and c remain fully saturated since the local �elds are

larger than the critical �eld �Hc� necessary saturation� whereas ionic moments at b and

d are substantially reduced� These ions are subjected to �eld lower than Hc and their

moments are consequently diminished� In the case of a more complicated structure

�PMF 
� �B�� ionic moments may vanish at certain sites �such as b� e and g in �B�� and

grow from a nonmagnetic state at others �such as d and h�� Thus� a magnetically ordered

state containing both nonmagnetic �or weakly magnetic� and magnetic ionic states are

possible� Such �mixed� phase behavior has recently been reported for the isostructural

TbRu�Ge� compound ���
�� In this compound such mixed phase behavior occurs due

to CEF level crossing of the ground state singlet� whereas in the present case there is no

level crossing� The reduction of the moment is due to moment instability which arises

from the singlet nature of the ground state and the comparable strengths of the local

�eld and the CEF splitting of the low�lying states�

Within the RSA the total magnetization of the ensemble of these ions has been cal�

culated� as shown in Fig� ���� The top panel is for PMF � and the bottom one is for

PMF 
� Due to the presence of the nonmagnetic ionic state in PMF 
 the magnetization

rises sharply as these ionic moments grow toward saturation� In the case of PMF � no

changes in the magnetization �Fig� ����a�� take place until the applied �eld reduces the

local �eld below Hc at sites like b in Fig� �����A� and �A
��� These ionic moments aligned

with ��c become zero and then grow along �c as the transition proceeds� Similarly� a situa�
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tion due to gradual changes of moments takes place in the case of PMF 
� Interestingly�

however� the slope of the terraces and those at the transitions are all di�erent �see the

bottom panel in Fig� ����� Quantitatively� the slope is determined by
�
�
N

	Pn

i��



dMi

dH




where n is the number of unstable ions and there are N ions in total� So� the slope not

only depends on the number of ions with weak moments but also on how unstable these

moments are� In the intermediate phase there are three unstable moments giving rise

to larger slope� Such a phase is going to be quite sensitive to temperature as can be

seen from Fig� �����d� and will disappear at T � * as shown by the dashed line in Fig�

����b��

Although the study of the single�ion with J � 
 presented above revealed some

peculiar magnetic properties� it cannot be stated with certainty that such behaviors

are responsible for metamagnetism in TbNi�Ge�� However� the model calculations do

suggest how the qualitative features found in M�H� �see Fig� ����� as discussed at the

beginning of this chapter� and the moment reduction might arise from the single�ion mo�

ment instability within RSA� This is a direct consequence of the comparable magnitudes

of the CEF splitting and exchange interactions� Thus� the critical ingredients needed

for a quantitative theoretical work are the CEF parameters and the exchange coupling

constants� both of which have to be determined experimentally�

Summary

In summary� the neutron di�raction results on the metamagnetic phases of TbNi�Ge�

have been discussed� A surprising result is the presence of AF planes in all the phases� As

the measurements show� these phases are very complex and a simple spin��ip mechanism

is inadequate to explain the transitions� A model structure of the �rst metamagnetic

phase was presented� This is a mixed phase containing Tb ions with reduced moments

at certain planes whereas the remaining ions have fully saturated moments� Model
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Figure ��� �Metamagnetic� behavior at three di�erent temperatures of a set
of ions with  � CEF ground state for two di�erent PMFs as
shown in Fig� �����A� and �B��
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calculations for a single ion with J � 
 show that due to the singlet nature of the

CEF ground state magnetic moments at particular sites may be small where the local

magnetic �elds are lower than the minimum �eld necessary for saturation� However� the

model requires the exchange interactions to be comparable to the CEF splitting of the

low lying states�

It should be commented that due to severe peak overlaps in the higher��eld phases

accurate integrated intensity measurements were not possible and the exact nature of

these phases are not known� The major hindrance to such measurements lies in the

fact that the primary magnetic wave vector � � is along the �c axis� the direction of

the external �eld required to observe metamagnetism� This means that a cryogenic

magnet with magnetic �eld in the horizontal scattering plane and maximum �eld larger

than 	 T is needed so that the sample can be mounted with the �c axis in the scattering

plane which will considerably improve theQ�resolution necessary� Unfortunately� neither

of the two available magnets used for this work met both the criteria� One way to

resolve the overlapping peaks is to use neutrons with longer wavelength� Finally� XRES

mesurements of the metamagnetic phases may also be possible in the future as the

appropriate sample environment becomes available� Precise XRES measurements of � �

will be very useful for a better understanding of these phases� as was shown to be the case

in the zero��eld structures� It is the hope of this dissertation that the results obtained

via the current set of experiments will be the basis of and a useful guide for such future

investigations with neutrons and XRES�
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� CONCLUSIONS

In summary� the interplay of long�range magnetic order and single�ion anisotropy

in rare earth nickel germanides� RNi�Ge�� has been studied using a combination of x�

ray resonant exchange scattering �XRES� and neutron di�raction techniques� In this

process the utility of the XRES technique in the study of magnetism has also been

demonstrated� In particular� its inherent high Q�resolution to determine precisely the

modulation vectors� elemental selectivity to study magnetic sublattices independently

and the convenience to study compounds containing highly neutron�absorptive materials

were found invaluable in the present work�

This thesis was primarily focused on the Pr� Nd� Sm and Eu through Tm members

with magnetically ordered ground state� A paramagnetic�to�antiferromagnetic �AF�

transition is observed in all these compounds at TN � Three classes of incommensurate

magnetic structures are found at the onset of ordering �at TN �� An AM longitudinal

spin wave �LSW� with moments along the �c axis is observed in the uniaxial TbNi�Ge�

and NdNi�Ge� ����� The planar system TmNi�Ge� �
�� and also EuNi�Ge�� order with

the moments in the basal plane� In the case of the Tm compound� the structure may

be a �at spiral� On the other hand� weakly anisotropic systems� such as the Dy and

Er ��� members� as well as isotropic GdNi�Ge�� prefer an intermediate structure with

ordered moments canted away from the �c axis� In these latter compounds� a conical AF

structure may also be stabilized�

Although the exact ordered con�guration of the localized f �moments of a given

material is the result of a compromise between the competing CEF �HCEF� and RKKY
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�HRKKY� interactions� the long�range nature is determined by the latter� It has been

established that strong Fermi surface nesting which dramatically enhances such inter�

action� is responsible for the magnetic wave vector at the N%eel transition in RNi�Ge�

compounds� This is the most important theoretical result obtained in this work� Al�

though this dissertation is concerned with a particular family of compounds� this result

is likely to be applicable to other isostructural rare earth intermetallic systems as well

because of the generality of H
RKKY

� Indeed� a literarture search reveals the persistence

of a single incommensurate wave vector of the form �� � qz� across some isostructural

series of compounds� such as RCo�X�� and RRh�X� �X � Si or Ge� ����

In addition� experimental and computational investigations of the Gd and Eu com�

pounds were carried out in order to understand the e�ects of band �lling on ordered

states� ���q� calculations predicted a continuous transition from the incommensurate

structure observed in the Gd compound to the commensurate structure of its Eu neigh�

bor as a function of band �lling� This transformation may manifest in the pseudoternary

alloy Gd��xEuxNi�Ge�� Future XRES studies of these compounds to verify this predic�

tion and to determine at what Gd concentration lock�in to the commensurate structure�

�� � ��� will occur are suggested�

Based upon current understanding of long�range order �LRO� and anisotropy in

these compounds� it is expected that below TN � PrNi�Ge� will order in a LSW whereas

in SmNi�Ge� the moments will be locked to the plane as in the case of a �at spiral�

Also� a �at spiral reported ���� for HoNi�Ge� appears to be consistent with the series�

wide behavior� Di�raction measurements on single�crystal samples are left for the future

to determine these structures�

Next� the ordered structures below Tt� of the Dy� Tb� Gd� and Eu compounds have

been presented� In the Tb �� and Dy �	� compounds� the structures below Tt are

EM commensurate� described by a set of three propagation vectors� namely� � � � ��

� �
�
� along with its third harmonic � �

� � �� � �
�
�� � � � ��

�
�
�
�� and � � � ��

�
�
�

�
�
�� In
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TbNi�Ge�� the ordered moments are along the �c axis while there is an ordered component

in the basal plane in DyNi�Ge�� XRES studies on EuNi�Ge� found a canonical simple AF

ordering with temperature�independent propagation vector �� � �� and ordered moments

in the basal plane� Similar XRES studies of GdNi�Ge� revealed the magnetic structure to

be incommensurate with modulation �� � ������ at �� K� As in EuNi�Ge�� the moments

are also in the basal plane ����

In order to study the e�ects of an external �eld on magnetic structure which is rep�

resented in the Hamiltonian as H
Zee
� neutron di�raction studies on the metamagnetic

structures of TbNi�Ge� have been performed� One surprising discovery is the presence of

antiferromagnetically ordered planes in all the metamagnetic phases which are expected

to become ferromagnetically ordered through spin��ip mechanism� Although the struc�

tures of the high��eld phases have only been characterized� a model structure for the

�rst metamagnetic phase has been presented� According to the model this is a �mixed�

phase consisting of Tb ions with saturated as well as signi�cantly reduced moments�

Finally� in order to understand the origin of such moment reduction induced by an

external �eld a �toy model� of an ion with J�
 has been studied in detail� These

studies show that due to the non�Kramers nature of such an ion� a  � singlet ground

state with a low�lying  � singlet at an energy * above  � is possible� In this case a

region of moment instability can exist for a limited range of local magnetic �eld� If the

exchange interactions responsible for magnetic LRO is comparable to *� then in an

applied �eld ions at certain sites may be pushed into the region of instability leading to

their moment reduction� Whether such instability is at play in TbNi�Ge� can not be

stated with certainty� The knowledge of the CEF and exchange parameters is required

for a theoretical understanding of metamagnetism in this system which will have to

await future investigations�
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APPENDIX A SHORT RANGE ORDER IN TbNi�Ge�

In this appendix the observation of short range order above TN in TbNi�Ge� is

presented� Paramagnetic di�use scattering of neutrons is equivalent to di�use scattering

of x�rays from amorphous materials� Whereas x�ray di�use scattering reveals short range

charge density correlations its neutron analog provides valuable information about short�

range magnetic order in condensed matter�

Figure A�� Paramagnetic di�use scattering from TbNi�Ge�� Solid and
dashed lines are calculated form factors of Tb�� and Ni�� ions�

Neutron di�raction measurements of polycrystalline TbNi�Ge� samples found no�

ticeable magnetic di�use scattering above TN � However� since paramagnetic di�use

scattering is completely incoherent� in order to put this scattering on an absolute scale
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with the coherent nuclear scattering one needs to account for other sources of incoherent

scattering� These sources are � ��� thermal di�use �phonon� scattering� �
� isotopic inco�

herence� ��� nuclear spin incoherence� �� multiple Bragg scattering and �	� incoherent

scattering from residual moisture in the sample due to high spin incoherent cross�section

of hydrogen nuclei� Except for thermal di�use scattering all the other sources of inco�

herent scattering are present even at the lowest temperature� As for thermal scattering�

it is assumed to be negligible for the temperature range of measurements� Thus� one

can eliminate all these contributions simply by subtracting angular regions of common

width away from Bragg peaks at  K from those at 
� K and can extract the magnetic

di�use scattering at 
� K� In this process contributions of constant background� which is

assumed to be temperature independent are also subtracted o�� Using the scale factor

determined from the nuclear re�ections �see Appendix B�� magnetic di�use scattering

can be placed on absolute scale with the nuclear peaks and the form factor can be

extracted according to the cross�section formula for paramagnetic scattering �	��

�
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�
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Fig� A�� shows the form factor extracted from the observed di�use scattering� For

comparison� calculated form factors �in the dipole approximation� of Tb�� and Ni��

ions are also shown� The extracted form factor signi�cantly deviates from the theoretical

results and exhibits a maximum at �� �A��� The presence of such a peak indicates that

at 
� K Tb moments are not completely randomly oriented$ there is some residual short

range order of the Tb moments above TN �
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APPENDIX B TbNi�Ge�	 POWDER NEUTRON

DIFFRACTION �T � TN�

Table B�� Calculated and observed intensities of nuclear Bragg re�ec�
tions of TbNi�Ge� at T � 
� K� IObs and ICal correspond
to observed and calculated intensity of Bragg peak�s�� re�
spectively� The intensities in the case of overlapping peaks
are given in the row for the strongest peak in the group�
The scaling factor obtained from these calculations is used
for putting magnetic peaks on an absolute scale with the
nuclear peaks�
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Table B�� �Continued�
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APPENDIX C TbNi�Ge�	 POWDER NEUTRON

DIFFRACTION �Tt � T � TN�

Table C�� Observed and calculated intensities of magnetic Bragg re�ections of
TbNi�Ge� at T � �
 K� Superscript ����� in the second column stands
for a �� satellite� The intensities in the case of overlapping peaks are
given in the row for the strongest peak in the group�
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APPENDIX D TbNi�Ge�	 POWDER NEUTRON

DIFFRACTION �T � Tt�

Table D�� Observed and calculated intensities of magnetic Bragg re�ec�
tions of TbNi�Ge� at T �  K� Indices in the second and the
third columns refer to the magnetic and chemical unit cell�
respectively� The intensities in the case of overlapping peaks
are given in the row for the strongest peak in the group�
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Table D�� �Continued�
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APPENDIX E XRES STUDIES OF PrNi�Ge� AND SmNi�Ge�

The XRES studies were carried out on the X

C beamline at the NSLS as described

previously� The primary goal of these measruements was to look for the magnetic mod�

ulation vector along the  Z line� A platelet of PrNi�Ge� crystal was cut and polished

perpendicular to the �c axis� The incident photon energy was tuned to the Pr LII edge

��� keV� where the largest resonant enhancement is expected� Reciprocal lattice scans

along the �� � �� direction� taken at a temperature above TN � 
�� K determined from

the susceptibility data �
��� revealed re�ections consistent with the body�centered tetrag�

onal structure� At the base temperature of ��� K� superlattice peaks corresponding to

� � � �� � ������ were observed�

An energy scan of the �� � �� superlattice peak was taken through the absorption

edge to observe the resonant enhancement consistent with the magnetic origin of the

peak� As was found in the Tb� Gd� and Eu compounds� the dipole resonance occurs �see

Fig� E���a�� above the absorption edge� de�ned at the in�ection point of the �uorescence

yields �Fig� E���c��� For comparison the energy scan of a charge Bragg peak is displayed

in Fig� E���b��

The temperature dependence of the magnetic peak was also measured in order to

look for changes at the second transition �Tt � ��� K� �
�� and to determine the ordering

vector below TN � Fig� E�
 summarizes the results of these measurements� The magnetic

wave vector� corrected for thermal variation of the axial lattice parameter� increases

slowly with decreasing temperature� Within the accuracy of the measurements there

were no drastic changes in the longitudinal width �see Fig� E�
�b�� as in TbNi�Ge�� The



��

Figure E�� Energy scans through the Pr LII absorption edge� �a� �� � �
�

magnetic peak� �b� �� � � charge peak and �c� �uorescence yields�



��

Figure E�
 The magnetic wave vector� � �� the width of the Bragg re�ection
and the order parameter of PrNi�Ge� compound� The peak po�
sition to calculate � �� width and the intensity were extracted by
�tting a Lorentzian�squared line pro�le� The N%eel temperature
is indicated by the dashed line� The open circles are from a sec�
ond set of measurements to check the reproducibility� Data were
collected on raising the temperature�



�	�

intensity decreases gradualy to the background level at TN as shown in Fig� E�
�c�� No

signi�cant changes of the wave vector� the width or the intensity of the magnetic peak

were observed in the vicinity of Tt�

Figure E�� �� � l� scan for SmNi�Ge� showing the magnetic satellite peak at
�� � ����� � ��������

At the end of the XRES measurements on PrNi�Ge� preliminary XRES studies of

SmNi�Ge� were also carried out� The incident photon energy was changed to the Sm LIII

edge ������ keV� which is close to the Pr LII edge� These measurements were performed

at � K well below TN � A weak superlattice peak at �� � ������� was observed as shown

in Fig� E��� Availability of limited time did not allow any further studies on this sample�
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